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CLE on voting rights and voter
suppression to be held April 4
By ACBA Staff
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ACBA Bankruptcy and
Commercial Law Section Chair

By Abagale Steidl
Chairing the Bankruptcy and
Commercial Law Section in the second
year of a world-wide pandemic has
had its own set of unique challenges.
However, those challenges have
allowed us to grow as a section and
give generously to people in need.
This issue of the Lawyers Journal
shines a spotlight on a section that,
while large, may not be well known. It
contains a diverse and dynamic set of
articles from parties with specialties
throughout the section.
The section funds its own scholarship
which is awarded on a yearly basis to
a student from the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law and

A Live Webinar CLE, Voting Rights
and Voter Suppression will be held on
Monday, April 4 at noon.
This CLE will address the current
status of voting rights and attempts at
suppressing the vote. A diverse panel
will provide a historical review and an
update on current issues and trends
involving voting rights at a national
level. The program also will examine
Pennsylvania-specific voting rights
issues and feature practical advice for
getting involved on an ongoing basis
and on Election Day.
Panelists will examine current
efforts to make it more difficult to
vote. This CLE is designed to be an
educational event to bring you up to
speed on the current context of voting
rights and voter suppression, but it
should also serve as an inspiration for
you to get involved to protect this
essential right in our democracy.
Specific content areas addressed
include:
• Civil rights: Voting rights are key
to civil rights. This CLE is being
presented by multiple ACBA groups
who are committed to protecting and
defending civil rights.
• Constitutional law: Panelists will
address constitutional law issues
involved in voting rights.
• Civil litigation and appellate
practice: The presentation will
include components on litigation
involving voting rights.
• State and Federal Courts: Voting
rights at both a state and national level

will be addressed, with implications
for proceedings in both state and
federal courts.
• Public service: The CLE will
provide direction on how attorneys
can contribute to protecting voting
rights.
This program will serve as a review
for both newer and experienced
practitioners.
The program is presented by the
Allegheny County Bar Association
Civil Rights Litigation Section,
the Committee for Diversity and
Inclusion, the Homer S. Brown
Division,
Hispanic
Attorneys
Committee and the Women in the
Law Division.
This is a live interactive Zoom
webinar that can be viewed by

participants on their own computers
remotely. This program has been
approved
for
two
hours
of
Substantive CLE credit in Pennsylvania
and also qualifies for two hours of
credit under the West Virginia Rules
for Mandatory Continuing Legal
Education.
The speakers will include Chris
Deluzio, University of Pittsburgh
Institute of Cyber Law, Policy and
Security (Pitt Cyber); Rep. Emily
Kinkead, Pennsylvania House of
Representatives; Monica Ruiz, Casa
San José; Jamaal Craig, Pittsburgh
Coalition of Black Trade Unionists
(CBTU) and Amanda Green-Hawkins,
United Steelworkers.
For more information and to register
visit ACBA.org/calendar. n
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Inaugural ALLY Initiative Cohort announced
By ACBA Staff
The ACBA ALLY Initiative has
announced the first cohort of participating
firms and legal departments.
ALLY stands for “Attorneys, Learning
as allies, Living as allies, and Yielding
results.” The Initiative is designed to
engage attorneys and their law firms,
corporate legal departments, courts, and
other organizations to commit to increasing
inclusivity, creating equitable workplaces,
and empowering historically marginalized
and underrepresented community
members.
The Initiative, which will run from
March 15 through October 2022, will
offer programing and other projects,
which will then allow firms and legal
departments to earn an official
“ACBA ALLY Certification.” n

A LLY

Iniave
Aorneys,
Learning as allies,
Living as allies and
Yielding results

The ALLY Iniave of the ACBA endeavors to engage
aorneys and their law ﬁrms, corporate legal departments,
courts and other legal organizaons to commit to increasing
inclusivity, creang equitable workplaces, empowering historically
marginalized and underrepresented members of the bar, and reﬂecng
the community we serve, through acve parcipaon in various key
programs and projects targeted to achieve these objecves.

The first cohort includes:
Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C. • Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC • Burns White • Caroselli Beachler &
Coleman, LLC • Cipriani & Werner, PC • CLASP • Dickie McCamey & Chilcote • Fox Rothschild LLP
Frost Brown Todd • Jackson Lewis P.C. • Matis Baum O’Connor • McElroy Law Firm • McGuireWoods
Meyer, Unkovic & Scott, LLP • Neighborhood Legal Services • Ogletree Deakins • Pietragallo, Gordon, Alfano,
Bosick & Raspanti, LLP • Pittsburgh Penguins LP • Pollock Begg • Rulis & Bochicchio, LLC • Strassburger
McKenna Gutnick & Gefsky • The Webb Law Firm • Tucker Arensberg, P.C.
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Gender Bias Duty Officers
ACBA.org/member-center/gender-bias-hotline
If you have observed or experienced any
form of gender bias in your role as an
attorney or law student intern, you may
contact any one of the following members
of the Gender Bias Subcommittee of the
Women in the Law Division on a daily
basis. The duty officers will keep your report
confidential and will discuss with you
actions available through the subcommittee.
Kimberly Brown......................412-394-7995
kabrown@jonesday.com
Jeanine DeBor ........................412-396-5215
deborj@duq.edu
Rhoda Neft ..............................412-606-8387
rhoda.neft@gmail.com

Ethics Hotline
ACBA.org/OfficerAssignments
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee
“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee
Members to answer ethical questions by
telephone on a daily basis.

March
Darth M. Newman ..................412-436-3443
Ernest B. Orsatti ....................724-217-8270

April
Stanley W. Greenfield ............412-261-4466
Lourdes Sanchez Ridge ..........412-263-1841

Duquesne University School of Law.
Our previous scholarship, the Gerald
K. Gibson Memorial Award, was
retired after more than 30 years and
was reborn as the Bankruptcy Judges
Memorial Scholarship Fund of the
Allegheny County Bar Foundation.
This scholarship, in both of its iterations,
has provided scholarships to more
than 100 recipients, this chair included.
In addition, the success of our
Bankruptcy and Commercial Law
Symposiums in 2020 and 2021 allowed
us to generate the most revenue of any
symposiums to date, which was
particularly impressive in the middle
of COVID.

The ACBA Expert andVendor
Guide lists dozens of business
contacts – organized by
business category – that
Pittsburgh-area attorneys
frequently partner with. This
publication is distributed to
ACBA membership via email
four times per year, and it is
available 24/7 at
ACBA.org/EVG. Vendors
interested in being listed in
future editions of the Expert
and Vendor Guide should
contact Brian Knavish, the
ACBA’s Director of Marketing
and Media Relations, at
bknavish@acba.org.

Michael D. McDowell, Esq.
Arbitrator and Mediator
www.ArbitrationsAndMediations.com
• Over Thirty Years of Experience

in Alternative Dispute Resolution
and Complex Litigation
• Member, National Academy of Arbitrators

labor • employment • securities
commercial • energy
PO Box 15054 • Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15237

MMcDowell@ArbitrationsAndMediations.com

412-260-5151

The section was able to pivot from
a program that had been held in person
with significant attendance for more
than 30 years, to a fully web-based
program in 2020, and back to an inperson program in 2021. The proceeds
generated from the symposium have
allowed the section to give its largest
contribution ever to Attorneys Against
Hunger and will allow for continued
contributions to Neighborhood Legal
Services. Our section prides itself on
our ability to work together and to
work well with others, which is further
demonstrated through our successes
over the last year. In addition, with
the return of an in-person Bench-Bar
Conference in 2022, this section will
once again be hosting our hospitality

Articles focusing on Bankruptcy
Law begin on page 6.
suite to encourage comradery and
networking. The section is also looking
at a return of a family-oriented picnic
at the end of summer or beginning of
fall 2022.
Our section meets the third Friday
of each month, and we are always happy
to see new faces. We are also hoping
for the return of our quarterly happy
hour events and hope to see you there. n
Abby Steidl brings passion for the law and
a strong work ethic as part of the bankruptcy
practice area at Steidl and Steinberg.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Okay, Boomers: This one is for you
By Joseph R. Williams
It’s already the end of March.
Spring is here. The first quarter of
2022 is complete. And my term as
ACBA President is entering its last
few months.
When I started writing President’s
Messages last July, I did not know
where to begin. Most of the readers of
this publication have been living and
practicing law longer than I have, so I
was keenly aware that there wasn’t
much that I could say that the many
great ACBA Presidents who came
before me had not already written.
I decided to write from the one
perspective that made me unique: I
am the first Millennial to serve as
ACBA President. I wrote on behalf of
my generation with the hope that I
could express how we see the world
and the practice of law a little
differently than many of those who
came before us.
I never expected that my President’s
Messages would generate the reaction
that they have, but my inbox and my
mailbox have been flooded with
feedback for the last several months.
And while most of the remarks that I have
received have been overwhelmingly
generous, some of our seasoned
members have shared that they aren’t
as enthusiastic about what I have to
say. Call it a truce?

Joseph R. Williams
ACBA President
One of the things that makes the
Millennials great is that they know
what they stand for and they want to
facilitate change. Millennials do not
like the phrase “this is how we have
always done it” and are constantly
looking for ways to make things more
efficient and easier to complete. But
you know what, Baby Boomers? You
are also pretty great. If we do not say
it enough, we should. There is a lot
that we have learned from you and
there is a lot that we can continue to
learn from you.
After all, Baby Boomers, you were
the first influencers. You were post-war

babies who grew up to be the radicals
of the 1970s and the yuppies of the
1980s. You were not afraid to tell the
world how your generation saw things
during the Civil Rights movement, the
Vietnam War, and the sexual revolution.
The “American Dream” was promised
to you as children, and you fully pursued
it. Many Baby Boomers were the first
in their family to attend college and
blazed their way into rapidly expanding
professions, including law.
We also recognize that you, the
Baby Boomer lawyers, took our trade
to new places. Much of the law as we
know it is because of you. Many of the
seminal cases impacting our practice
were litigated by Boomer lawyers.
When you weren’t developing case law,
you were working with the legislature
to create statutes and rules that created
uniformity, efficiency and consistency
for the litigants we serve. You started
law firms that became larger and
more successful than you could have
ever imagined, and you made legal
departments and in-house counsel
positions what they are today. You
understood the importance of our Bar
Association and led the ACBA to new
horizons.
Boomers, you knew the importance
of hard work. You often saw the office
before sunrise and stayed well past
sunset. You sacrificed time with family,
friends and hobbies because you
cared about what you did and wanted
to do good work. There was no work
from home policy, there was only an

option to also work from home. Unlike
today’s lawyers, you couldn’t fill up
your billable day by returning emails
or taking Zoom meetings. Worst of all,
you spent your associate years doing
research with books. And typewriters.
And sometimes you had to walk across
town to a library to access them.
Insert audible gasp here.
Now that many of you are handing
your practices, positions and the bar
association over to Gen-Xers and
Millennials who you never fully
understood, I will let you in on a
secret. We have been watching you
this whole time. We have learned from
you. Even when we don’t do it the way
that you did, we know that your way
worked well. Because of you, things
will be fine. That’s right, David
Pollock. Even though I rolled my eyes
at you a few times during those first
couple of years, it is because of you
that I enter my time every single day,
always look at the Rules before I ask
questions, and know that above all
else hard work will prevail.
Thank you, Baby Boomers, for
paving the way for the rest of us. n

Post your legal
employment
opportunity on
jobs.acba.org.

RELOCATE? RENEW?

WE GOTCHU.
Tenacious Advocates
for Tenants & Buyers
in commercial real estate

Exclusive Tenant Reps
Never Landlords
No Con昀icts of Interest

Quality…Experience…Results…

“One who represents themself, has a fool for a client.”

It’s what your clients deserve.

– ABRAHAM LINCOLN

.FEJDBM.BMQSBDUJDFtǲAuto Accidents tǲPersonal Injury

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

“Expert Negotiator”
“Value-add over $79MM”
“He is assertive”

WASHINGTON, DC
+1 202.999.4000

“Listens”
“Executes Brilliantly”
“They Deliver”

PITTSBURGH, PA
+1 412.341.4000

LONDON, UK
+44 2039 910500

SCOTT E. FABEAN, SIOR | PRESIDENT & CEO

Gismondi

& associates

412-281-2200 s www.gislaw.com s 310 Grant St., Ste. 700, Grant Bldg., Pgh., PA 15219

“Loyal”
“Persistent”
“Passionate”

WEBSITE
www.tenrep.com
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WLD mid-year chair’s column highlights current WLD initiatives
By Julie Vanneman
A recent survey conducted by the
American Bar Association confirmed
that women lawyers continue to
confront barriers to success – and that
many of these challenges were
“compounded” with the transition to
remote work. The Women in the Law
Division (WLD) continues its work to
address these barriers by providing a
variety of programming to support the
retention and advancement of women
in the profession. My mid-year report
on the Women in the Law Division will
focus on the team effort required to
sponsor a successful mix of virtual
and in-person programming, as well
as an invitation to any WLD members
unfamiliar with our efforts to join us
in the future.
WLD initiatives in 2021-22 include:
Providing education. The Committee
on Advancing Professionalism (CAP)
sponsored two programs in February on
Rule 8.4(g) of the Rules of Professional
Conduct, one focusing on advancing
professionalism in law firms and one
geared towards associates navigating
bias in the profession. Kudos to
Natalia Holiday and Emily Kinkead,
Co-Chairs of CAP’s Education Subcommittee, for putting together these
excellent programs, and to Professor
Ashley London for her important role
with them. Responding to concerns
about mentoring and training in the
virtual/hybrid work era, Terry
Connerton and the WLD’s Education
& Programming Committee organized
a CLE on March 3, “Mentoring,
Training and Advancement of New
and Junior Women Attorneys.” Amber

Julie Vanneman
WLD Chair
Archer and the rest of the Bench-Bar
Planning Committee are excited about
the diverse perspectives that will be
featured at the June program, “Moving
Beyond the Pandemic 9-5: Alternative
Work Arrangements.”
Building connections. Recognizing
that some members are looking for
virtual events while others crave inperson connections, the WLD has
embraced a “both/and” approach
instead of an “either/or” approach.
Monthly WLD meetings, held virtually,
have enjoyed a strong turnout from
members. Jen Carter and the Events
Committee planned not one but two
holiday parties – one very well-attended
in-person event and one engaging and
fun virtual event. Terry Connerton
hosts monthly virtual Lean-In Circles,
a smaller-group format for discussing
timely topics and providing personal
and career support. Jen Dempsey has

organized an in-person repeat of a
previously popular program, “Let’s
Do Lunch,” with federal judges,
scheduled for May 12.
Collaborating with others. The
WLD has been an active participant in
regular meetings of a consortium of
ACBA affinity groups and regularly
encourages its members to attend
programs sponsored by those groups.
All WLD members are encouraged to
attend
two
jointly-sponsored
upcoming programs. First, Annie
Snyder and I are helping plan a virtual
CLE on April 4 on Voting Rights and
Voter Suppression. On April 20, an
in-person happy hour (with outdoor
capacity available) will be held for
members of a number of affinity
groups, including the WLD.
Understanding conditions. The
WLD is committed to listening to its
membership and striving to understand
the conditions they face. Past WLD
Chair Mary McKinney Flaherty and
ACBA Immediate Past-President
Elizabeth Hughes are co-chairing a
group planning a survey of the ACBA
membership, with a focus on concerns
of women lawyers and lawyers of
color in the pandemic era.
Addressing bias. An ongoing effort
to address bias in the profession runs
through a variety of WLD initiatives,
including CAP’s Rule 8.4(g) programs
in March as well as an upcoming
collaborative effort between the Workers’
Compensation Section and the WLD,
coordinated by Ena Lebel and James
Baker. Trained CAP volunteers are
available to assist any sections or divisions
interested in adding implicit bias
components to their CLE programming.

Celebrating achievements. The
WLD makes sure to recognize the
trailblazers who deserve appreciation
for past efforts – and who are continuing
to support its mission. We are looking
forward to holding an in-person event
in May to recognize this year’s recipient
of the Carol Los Mansmann Award.
Before Alysia Keating, the ACBA’s longtime Director of Diversity and Gender
Equality, stepped away from that position,
we repeatedly and effusively thanked
her for her important contributions.
We also welcomed Kellie Ware, the
ACBA’s new Director of Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion.
Planning for the future. WLD
members are encouraged to consider
getting more involved with activities
such as attending a monthly meeting,
joining a Lean-In Circle, planning a
program, or stepping up to run for a
position on Council. We are looking
forward to next year and need the
input of members to provide timely,
effective
programming.
Contact
Chair-Elect Leslie Dutchcot or me
with any questions or to discuss ways
to get involved. n

ACBA members can rent
office space and/or conference
rooms depending on availability
in the Koppers Building on
a daily or short-term basis.
Visit ACBA.org/offices for more.

The Death of Eyewitness Testimony &

The Rise of
Machine Evidence

April 8, 2022 | 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY, POWER CENTER BALLROOM
Attendees will earn 5 CLE hours, including 1 ethics hour.

Register now at duq.edu/law/rise22
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Part 2: A look at COVID response in Pittsburgh law firms
By Zandy Dudiak
Masks, vaccinations and social
distancing have become part of the
“new normal” for local law firms.
Even the way lawyers, paralegals and
the legal staff meet with clients has
changed.
The Lawyers Journal talked with
three representatives from different
size firms with offices in downtown
Pittsburgh to get a perspective on
what COVID-19 safety policies their
firms have put in place since Gov. Tom
Wolf ordered a shutdown of businesses
and courts on March 19, 2020 and how
the pandemic has changed the way
they meet with clients today.
Those interviewed are Sandra
Fantini, legal administrator, Papernick
& Gefsky, a small firm with eight
attorneys; Mark Hill, COO, Houston
Harbaugh P.C., a medium-sized firm
with 37 lawyers; and Kathy Sullivan,
CHRO, Clark Hill, a large international
commercial law firm, with 27 offices
and 1,200 colleagues. This article is
the second in a three-part series.
LJ: What are your firm’s COVID19 policies?
Kathy: We still require masks in
common spaces, but not in individual
offices. We limit in-person meetings.
We follow CDC guidance and state
guidance since we have offices across
the U.S. – and they are all different.
Because of that, requirements have

varied. For instance, our Scottsdale
office never went remote.
Mark: Anyone fully vaccinated is
not required to wear a mask in our
offices. If you are unvaccinated, then
you are required to wear a mask in
any common areas, but you may
remove it when you get to your office.
We also follow social distancing
recommendations and any exposure
to COVID-19 must be reported to the
Pandemic Safety Officer. In advance of
a client meeting at the office, attorneys
are required to go over the firm’s
COVID-19 protocol with their clients.
Sandra: We still require masking
and social distancing in common
areas. The mask policy has been in
place from the time we came back into
the office to work. We do not have a
vaccine policy and follow CDC
guidelines for those who have been
exposed or have symptoms.
LJ: Have clients been compliant
with those protocols?
Kathy: We’ve had no issues with clients
pushing back. It’s about everyone’s
safety.
Mark: We have had no issues with
clients adhering to the firm’s COVID19 policies.
Sandra: We have had no issues with
clients. We continue to not have
outside people, including clients, into
our offices.
LJ: Have you met or are you meeting
with clients differently?

Find this page helpful? Want more
information and resources to help
you run your practice? Check out the
ACBA’s Law Practice Management Center
at ACBA.org/PracticeManagement.
Kathy: We take our lead from our
clients. Clients have embraced Zoom,
and in instances where meetings must
be in person, we follow our safety
protocols of masks and social distancing.
Mark: We still have in-person
meetings, but those are not as frequent.
The trend for both clients and the
attorneys has been to meet via Zoom
or a conference call. I believe the clients
like the remote meetings as there are
some cost savings regarding the travel
costs associated with in-person meetings.
I believe the attorneys like remote
meetings as it lets them be more
efficient with their time.
Sandra: The bulk of our business is
real estate related. Since the pandemic
shutdown, we have been going to our
clients or electronically communicating
with them. For our residential practice
during shutdown, we got creative and
would meet with only the buyer or
seller at the property without realtors,
meet on porches, at front doors or at a
table set up in the garage. We made
sure to wear gloves and masks. After
the shutdown, we had some in-person
meetings at the lower-level tables in

Oxford Centre. Our clients have
adapted to it and appreciated our safety
precautions. We made everyone
comfortable.
LJ: Are you still in the same location
as before the pandemic?
Kathy: Our Pittsburgh office
remains in Oxford Center. We did
have a few offices in other states up
for lease renewal and we approached
those differently. Two of our West
Coast offices moved to new locations
during the pandemic and were
designed for hybrid work. We are
using a “hoteling” concept there,
where office space is shared as some
work remotely on certain days.
Mark: Yes. We remain in Three
Gateway Center.
Sandra: Yes. We are still in Oxford
Centre. n
The third article in this series will be
published in the April 8, 2022 edition.

Articles wanted for the
Lawyers Journal
If you have an idea for a
substantive law article or would
be interested in authoring one,
please email Jennifer Pulice at
jpulice@acba.org.

CAMPBELL
& LEVINE, LLC
Since 1981, Campbell & Levine,
LLC has maintained a commitment
to excellence that has earned
its practice high recognition.
The strength of our team of
talented lawyers is expertise and
experience, not numbers. We
offer a unique combination of
top-quality representation, small昀rm economics and personal
commitment.
We have depth and expertise in 昀ve
distinct, but closely related areas:

Jonathan G. Babyak
Douglas A. Campbell
Shannon M. Clougherty
Paul J. Cordaro
Kathleen Campbell Davis
Marla Rosoff Eskin
Gwenyth S. Gamble Jarvi
Kathryn L. Harrison
Mark T. Hurford

• Bankruptcy reorganizations and
out-of-court workouts

Stanley E. Levine

• Bankruptcy litigation, including
avoidance actions and claim
litigation

Philip E. Milch

• Business transactions
• Representation of mass-tort
settlement trusts

Jeanne S. Lofgren

Frederick D. Rapone, Jr.
David B. Salzman

Forty Years Old
and Still Growing
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA • WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

C&Lacba2022.indd 1

3/2/22 12:07 PM
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In bankruptcy, who gets to keep the money?
A review of the real estate market and bankruptcy
By Keri P. Ebeck
Despite a pandemic, the real estate
market in the United States has grown
and expanded. Home prices were at an
all-time high, while interest rates were
at an all-time low. This caused a supply
and demand issue, creating a buyersmarket which still exists currently.
Pittsburgh has followed the national
trend. Home values increased by over
14.5% in 2021 and have increased by
more than 63% over the last five years
(see learn.roofstock.com/blog/topic/
markets, Feb. 23, 2022). Many Pittsburghers are taking advantage of this
booming real estate market. Not only
are they selling their homes for above
and beyond what they paid originally,
but also over their asking price.
Some of these homebuyers are
currently in an active Chapter 13
bankruptcy. What happens when a
Chapter 13 debtor with a confirmed
plan sells their house? If there is a
surplus of sale proceeds, who gets to
keep the money? Should the debtor get
to keep the proceeds, or should they
be required to provide them to the
Chapter 13 Trustee as an asset of the
estate?
Bankruptcy Code, Section 1306 is
applicable specifically. 11 U.S.C. 1306
provides that “Property of the estate
includes, in addition to the property
specified in section 541 of this title(1) all property of the kind specified in
such section that the debtor acquires
after the commencement of the case

Keri P. Ebeck
but before the case is closed, dismissed,
or converted to a case under Chapter
7, 11, or 12 of this title, whichever
occurs first.” Section 1306(b) also
provides “except as provided in a
confirmed plan or order confirming a
plan, the debtor shall remain in
possession of all property of the
estate.” Reviewing the Bankruptcy
Code for further clarification, Section
1327(b) also applies. It states, “except
as otherwise provided in the plan or
the order confirming the plan, the
confirmation of a plan vests all
property of the estate in the debtor.”
Reading these Bankruptcy Code
sections in conjunction, it begs the
question: Are sale proceeds considered
property of the estate after the entry
of the order confirming the Chapter

13 plan? The Code seems to lead
toward the sale proceeds being
property of the debtor, not the estate
after confirmation; but what does the
confirmation order say? What if the
confirmation order is silent? If the
real estate was clearly property of the
estate at the beginning of the case,
does selling it after confirmation
create a different interest?
Legal analysts across the United
States in many courts have reviewed
this exact question. There are competing
theories regarding how the Code and
law should be interpreted. First is the
“estate termination” theory, which
views all property that vested in the
debtor at confirmation, post confirmation
property, and/or assets acquired, are
no longer property of the estate.
Second is “estate transformation,”
which concludes that all property of
the estate becomes property of the
debtor upon confirmation except
property that is essential to the
debtor’s execution and performance
under the confirmed plan. Third is the
“estate preservation” theory, which
views post-confirmation property as
an asset of the estate, and it remains
vested with the estate. Finally, there is
“estate replenishment.” Under this
theory, any asset or property that is
needed post-confirmation to fulfill the
plan would “replenish” the plan and
pay the creditors as intended.
Cases in both Colorado and New
Jersey opined on the matter and held
differently. In the In Re Baker, 620

B.R. 655 (Bankr. D. Colo. 2020) case,
Judge Brown held that under the
“estate termination” theory, sale
proceeds were not property of the
estate. In the case of In Re Barrera,
BAP No. 20-003-CO (2022), the debtor
sold their property post-confirmation
and realized $140,521. The trustee
filed a motion to compel the debtors to
turn over the funds as property of
the estate, the trustee’s motion was
subsequently denied by the Bankruptcy
Court in Colorado and was then
appealed. The 10th Circuit Bankruptcy
Appellate Panel (BAP) affirmed the
lower court’s order. The 10th Circuit
Court of Appeals affirmed both lower
court’s decisions. The In Re
Larzelere, 2021 WL 3745428 (Bankr.
NJ. 2021) case used the “estate
replenishment” theory. While the
Courts in Pennsylvania have not
opined on the issue, under the current
real estate market it may become ripe
for determination sooner than later.
Within the Western District Bankruptcy
Court of Pennsylvania, the confirmed
plan specifically states that property
shall not re-vest in the debtor until the
debtor has completed all payments
under the confirmed plan. There is a
specific section within the form plan
(part 7) that provides for “vesting of
property of the estate.”
It is important as either a creditor’s
lawyer or debtor’s lawyer to review
the vesting of post-confirmation property
Continued on page 24
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The New Subchapter V Chapter 11 bankruptcy
By Donald R. Calaiaro
Subchapter V is the latest amendment
to the Bankruptcy Code that was
designed to give small business
debtors an opportunity to go through
the Chapter 11 process on a faster,
more efficient, and less expensive
basis. Although still relatively new,
there are major benefits debtors
should consider.
Prior amendments to the Bankruptcy
Code in 1994 permitted a qualifying
small business debtor to elect small
business treatment. As amended, 11
U.S.C. 1121(e) provided that, in a
small business case, only the debtor
could file a plan for 100 days after the
order for relief and that all plans had
to be filed within 160 days. In addition,
the amendments amended 11 U.S.C.
1125(f) permitted parties to solicit
acceptances or rejections of a plan
based on a conditionally approved
disclosure statement and permitted a
final hearing on the disclosure statement
to be combined with the hearing on
confirmation.
The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention
and Consumer Protection Act of 2005
replaced both Sections 1121(e) and
1125(f). BACPA tried to streamline
small business cases. Congress tried to
help this concept along when it enacted
the Small Business Reorganization
Act of 2019 (SBRA). Analysts
observed that the time and expense of
Chapter 11 cases was stifling small
businesses from reorganization. These
small business cases could file the
Chapter 11 bankruptcy and have a truly
streamlined process under the SBRA.
Eligibility. Generally to be eligible
to file a Subchapter V, the debtor:
A. Must be engaged in commercial
or business activities.1
B. Currently the debtor’s aggregate
noncontingent, liquidated secured and
unsecured debt2 must not exceed the
debt limit of 7.5 million dollars.3
Once eligibility for a Subchapter V
case is ascertained, the benefits to the
debtor are significant.
Obvious Benefits. One of the goals
of Subchapter V is a faster and more
efficient process. Subchapter V
requires a status conference with the
judge and Subchapter V trustee within
60 days of the case filing4 with the
debtor providing a status report at
least 14 days before.5 This allows an
early evaluation of the case and creates
a roadmap for the case moving forward.
The Subchapter V case does not
have the usual involvement of the
Department of Justice. There is no
overall supervision by the Department of Justice and a member of their
staff. The Subchapter V case has a
special trustee appointed. This
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replaces the office of the U.S. Trustee
with the new Subchapter V trustee.
a. There is no quarterly fee to the
Department of Justice in these new
Subchapter V cases.
b. This new Subchapter V trustee is
not a trustee in possession; the debtor
remains in full custody of the assets.
c. This new Subchapter V trustee
has a role which was contemplated to
be a facilitator to obtaining confirmation
of consensual plans.
d. The Subchapter V trustee, as
well as the attorney for the debtor, can
be paid after confirmation.
Generally, a plan is required to be
filed within 90 days of the filing with a
confirmation hearing scheduled shortly
thereafter.6 When formulating a plan,
it is important to use all of the tools at
a debtor’s disposal. One of the most
powerful tools in a Subchapter V
debtor’s toolbox is the ability to modify
a creditor’s claim that is secured only
by a security interest in the debtor’s
principal residence.7 The ability to
modify secured claims on the debtor’s
principal residence is generally not
available in a regular Chapter 11 or
Chapter 13. There are some limitations
on the modification power. The new
value received in connection with the
security interest cannot be used
primarily to purchase the real property
and must be used primarily in connection
with the small business operated by
the debtor.8 Despite its limitations,
this is powerful for debtors, especially
individuals, who may have collateralized
their residences to support their
business venture.
Another reason an eligible individual
may want to consider filing under a
Subchapter V is the ability to receive
a discharge of indebtedness sooner
than under a traditional Chapter 11 or
in a Chapter 13. In a traditional
Chapter 11 and in a Chapter 13, an
individual debtor generally does not
receive his or her discharge until after
completion of the plan.9 In a Subchapter

V, the discharge is governed by
Section 1191 and will vary based on
whether the plan is confirmed as a
consensual or nonconsensual plan.10 If
a plan is confirmed consensually, then
the discharge is granted immediately
upon confirmation. If confirmation
was not consensual, then discharge is
granted as soon as practicable after
completion of all payments due within
the first three years of the plan, or
such longer period not to exceed five
years as the court may fix.11 These
discharge provisions apply equally to
business entities and individuals. An
individual debtor who believes they
can negotiate a consensual plan with
their creditors would be in better
position than other individual debtors
who file under other chapters.
Another significant development is
the relaxed conflict of interest rules.
Normally, a professional is disqualified
if they are a creditor as of the
commencement of the case. Under
new Subchapter V, professionals are
permitted to have a pre-petition claim
not to exceed $10,000 and remain
eligible to be an estate representative.
Confirmation. Section 1129(b)
states different requirements for
cramdown confirmation for secured
and unsecured claims. Compliance
with the absolute priority rule, for
example, is not a requirement for
confirmation of a plan over a secured
creditor’s objection if the unsecured
class accepts the plan. The absolute
priority rule arises from cramdown
requirements relating to unsecured
claims in 1129(b)(2)(B), but it is not in
the requirements for cramdown of a
secured claim in 1129(b)(2)(A).
In a Sub V case, paragraph (1) of
1191(c) makes the 1129(b)(2)(A)
cramdown requirements applicable to
secured claims, and paragraphs (2)
and (3) impose additional requirements,
the commitment of disposable income
and a finding of feasibility. The
projected disposable income test has
its genesis in Chapter 13, which
contemplates periodic, usually monthly,
payments to the trustee for disbursement
to creditors in accordance with the
plan. In some cases, the amount of the
monthly payment may increase by a
specified amount at one or more
specified times.12 In any event, Chapter
13 plans typically provide for the
debtor to pay a regular fixed amount.
While fixed payment plans are the
standard in individual cases where
material variations in income are not
expected, debtors in business cases
may be concerned that unpredictable
changes in the economy may depress
earnings or increase expenses and
make it difficult or impossible to pay a
fixed amount. Creditors, on the other

hand, may expect that, if conditions
improve, the debtor should pay
more.
The
new
requirement
[of
1191(C)(3)(A)] fortifies the more
relaxed feasibility test that 1129(a)(11)
contains. Section 1129(a)(11) requires
only that confirmation is not likely to
be followed by liquidation or the need
for further reorganization unless the
plan proposed it. The feasibility
requirement
for
confirmation
requires a showing that the debtor can
realistically carry out its plan. Though
a guarantee of success is not required,
the bankruptcy court should be
satisfied that the reorganized debtor
can establish a reasonable likelihood
that the plan will work. The Subchapter
V trustee is critical in convincing the
court that feasibility is present.
Confirmation requires that the debtor
will be able to make all payments
under the plan, while clause (3)(A)(ii)
requires only a reasonable likelihood
that the debtor will be able to make
the plan payments.
Confirmation of the plan may
depend on whether the plan contains
appropriate default remedies.
1129(a) Confirmation Issues
Arising in Subchapter V Cases. As
Sections VIII (A) and (B) explain,
both consensual and cramdown
confirmation require that the plan
meet all of the requirements of
1129(a) except those noted. This
Section discusses confirmation issues
under 1129(a) that do not involve
Subchapter V provisions but that are
critical to achieving confirmation.
Acceptance by all classes and
effect of failure to vote. Consensual
confirmation requires acceptance by
all impaired classes of claims and
interests. 1129(a)(8).
In In re Olson, 2020 Bankr. Lexis
2439 at 3 (Bankr. D. Utah 2020), the
court concluded that holders of
impaired claims that did not vote were
bound by the classes that accepted the
plan and confirmed it in the absence
of any accepting vote in one class.
The court relied on In re RutiSweetwater, Inc., 836 F.2d 1263, 126768 (10th Cir. 1988).
These changes are significant. My
experience is that these new Subchapter
V cases are being confirmed faster and
for less professional fees. My personal
opinion is that the success rate appears
to be much higher than normal success
rates for traditional Chapter 11 cases.
I cannot overstate how important the
role of the new Subchapter V Trustee
is to confirmation of feasible plans. I
believe that this is the answer to many
small business cases. n
Continued on page 24
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at the Bankruptcy Symposium lunch. Thank you to all the generous
sponsors, Symposium Chair Alexis Leventhal and Section Chair Abagale
Steidl for another successful symposium.
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Trade creditor tips: Preparing for financially distressed customers
By Tom Maxson
Since the onset of the pandemic,
experts have repeatedly warned of a
coming surge in business bankruptcies,
but they have repeatedly been wrong.
Government lending programs, low
interest rates, forbearance and
adjustments from lenders and landlords
and vaccine-inspired economic growth
actually reduced the number of
business bankruptcy filings in 2021
compared to 2020.
But it’s now 2022, government
programs are winding down and
creditor patience may be waning.
High inflation, interest rate increases,
supply and labor shortages and turmoil
in Ukraine present new challenges to
business, while the pandemic lingers.
New warnings of a coming bankruptcy
boom should not be dismissed as
crying wolf because the fundamentals
could be different this time. Business
leaders have operated in a historically
low interest rate environment for the
past 20 years and most have never
experienced high inflation. Financial
distress for some is likely. That’s why
suppliers and their counsel should
prepare now for more financially
challenged customers and bankruptcies.
The good news is there are steps to
take and rights to remember which
can improve seller recoveries.
Start planning for payment defaults
at the beginning of the relationship
and work your way backwards. Credit
applications for new customers should
not only facilitate a credit decision at
the outset, but also provide useful
information if collection issues later
arise. It should include banking and
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credit references, financial information,
key customers, express obligations to
pay interest on late payments and
attorneys’ fees incurred in collection,
and a consent to jurisdiction, with an
officer signing on behalf of buyer.
Many of these same provisions are
appropriate in a formal sales agreement,
but for the many sales conducted solely
on a purchase order-invoice basis and
for customers leery of formal long-term
sales agreements, a signed credit
application can be useful in more
ways than one.
Seller invoices/order acknowledgements
should include pro-seller terms
including the right of seller to change
credit terms and the provisions
mentioned above. However, for sales
of goods in the U.S., sellers should be
aware that the “battle of the forms”
provisions in Section 2-207 of the
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC)
may render some of these terms

unenforceable if they differ materially
from language in buyer’s purchase
order/request for quote.
If possible, better to have buyer
sign the order acknowledgement or,
better yet, enter into a signed sales
agreement for larger orders or repeat
customers. If a signed supply agreement
is possible, seller should require
buyer representations on solvency
and acknowledgements that the sale
terms are in the ordinary course of
buyer’s business and that the value of
the goods is reasonably equivalent to
the sale price. These terms can be
helpful if payments for the goods are
subsequently challenged in “claw
back” actions such as preference or
fraudulent conveyance lawsuits in a
buyer bankruptcy.
Also helpful is a grant of a lien
covering buyer’s property or at least
the goods sold. The latter can have
senior priority over all other liens in
the goods sold if it qualifies as a
purchase money security interest
(PMSI) under the UCC. This requires,
at a minimum, a signed agreement
granting the lien, a properly filed UCC
financing statement and (if the sold
goods are buyer inventory) written
notification of seller’s PMSI to buyer’s
secured creditors, all prior to delivery
of the sold goods.
Sellers and their counsel should
also reacquaint themselves with seller
protection sections 2-609, 2-702 and 2705 of the UCC. UCC 2-609 allows
sellers to demand from buyers
adequate assurance of performance
(payment) when seller has objective
“reasonable grounds” to suspect that
buyer will not perform. Sellers can

suspend supply until adequate
assurance is received, such as a
deposit or proof of solvency.
Upon discovery of buyer’s insolvency,
UCC 2-702 allows seller to refuse
delivery of goods except for cash
payment, not only for the goods
suspended but for all unpaid shipments
already received. In addition, UCC 2702 provides a seller on credit the
right to reclaim, or demand return of,
goods previously delivered to an
insolvent buyer within ten days prior
to seller’s demand. If the buyer
misrepresented solvency to the seller
in writing within three months prior to
delivery, the 10-day limitation does
not apply. If the buyer files for
bankruptcy, section 546 of the
Bankruptcy Code enables reclamation
demands to cover goods delivered
within 45 days before the bankruptcy
filing and extends the deadline for
notice up to 20 days after bankruptcy.
UCC 2-705 empowers a seller to stop
transit of goods in route to an insolvent
buyer provided the buyer does not
have physical possession. This is so
even if title has passed to the buyer or
if the buyer has hired the carrier.
If the buyer files for bankruptcy,
all is not necessarily lost, even for the
unsecured seller. Section 503(b)(9) of
the Bankruptcy Code generally provides
sellers with a priority administrative
expense claim for unpaid goods
delivered within 20 days of the
bankruptcy, the buyer may deem the
seller a “critical vendor” thereby
enabling a better recovery for the
seller; or the buyer could “assume” a
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Chapter 7 bankruptcy – to file or not to file?
By Gino F. Peluso
Objectives and Procedure-Personal
Chapter 7. Any attorney who ventures
out to undertake representation in a
bankruptcy case should proceed with
caution. The main objective of a
personal Chapter 7 bankruptcy filing
is to discharge predominantly unsecured
creditors, in order to provide the
honest, but overburdened, debtor(s)
with a financial “fresh start.” I use the
word “honest” because the Bankruptcy
Court is an “Equity Court” with broad
power to examine any type of potential
fraud. To this end, your client’s activities
prior to filing need to be evaluated, as
well as their income and assets.
Furthermore, a Chapter 7 filing would
not be allowed if the debtor(s) had
previously filed a Chapter 7 case within
the last eight years and received a
discharge. Once filed, the court will
provide the automatic stay protection,
afforded by 11 U.S.C. Section 362,
which prevents any further collection
activity against the debtor(s) by
creditors.
Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and
Consumer Protection Act. In October
of 2005, the provisions of the
Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and
Consumer Protection Act (BAPCPA)
went into effect. This was the biggest
bankruptcy law change in 25 years.
The new Act was targeted toward
people who have some ability to pay
back creditors and focused on personal
rather than corporate filings.
As a part of the new law, debtor(s)
are required to obtain “credit counseling”
and “debtor education.” As such, an
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individual may not be a debtor unless,
during the 180-day period preceding
the filing of the bankruptcy petition,
the debtors(s) received credit
counseling from an approved nonprofit Budget and Credit Counseling
Agency. A certificate must be
obtained, from an approved Credit
Counseling Agency, before the
bankruptcy case is filed, and then
filed simultaneously with the petition.
Thereafter, a debtor education certificate
must be secured and filed prior to the
passage of 60 days from the date first
scheduled for a first meeting of
creditors. Approved credit counseling
agencies are posted on the United
States
Trustee’s
website
at
www.usdoj.gov/us.
Prior to filing, it is highly
r e c o m mended that the debtor(s)
secure free credit report information,
from all three of the major credit

reporting agencies (Equifax, Experian
and Transunion). Their website is
www.annualcreditreport.com. These
reports can be reviewed annually, at
no charge, in order to determine the
debtor’s credit restoration progress
following their filing.
A lien search, in the county where the
debtor(s) lives, is also recommended.
Debtor’s Income a Factor. Since
the bankruptcy amendments of 2005,
income is now a very significant factor
in determining whether a client is
eligible to file for Chapter 7 bankruptcy.
Median income guidelines were
established for each state, based on
how many individuals make up a
household. The client’s median income
is based, in part, on the average of the
debtor’s last six months’ income
(overtime included).
If your client’s income is below the
median income guidelines, then their
budget sheet must next be closely
examined in order to determine
whether their income is not excessive,
in relation to reasonable monthly
living expenses. Some “big ticket”
expenses, to be included on the
debtor’s budget sheet, are mortgage
payments, real estate taxes (if not
included in their mortgage payments),
car payments, transportation, food,
clothing, medical expenses, charitable
contributions, etc.
“Means testing” which is a two-step
process, must be analyzed in each
case. If a debtor’s income is below the
Median Income Guidelines threshold,
then the debtor(s) would qualify for
Chapter 7. For debtor(s) whose current
monthly income is above the State

Median Income Guidelines, the
“means test” analysis guides you
through a determination as to what their
disposable income is. Car payments,
mortgage payments and reasonable
monthly expenses, are taken into
consideration in this determination as
to whether the debtor’s disposable
income is low enough to qualify for a
Chapter 7 case.
Asset Valuation/Exemptions. When
initially consulting with client(s)
about being eligible to file for
bankruptcy, one needs to determine
the value of their assets, along with an
analysis of which assets may be
protected. This is accomplished by
analyzing the available exemption
amounts the debtor(s) may be entitled
to, and which are outlined in 11 U.S.C.
Section 522 (d)(1) through (12). If the
assets fit within the designated
exemptions, then the debtor(s) are
able to retain those assets. In the
event that they do not, then the trustee
would be entitled to liquidate the
excess value of the assets, beyond the
debtor(s) allowable exemptions, for
the benefit of creditors.
To this end, asset valuation is a key
element in the preparation process for
determining whether or not the
client(s) may wish to consider filing
for bankruptcy, and under what chapter.
This analysis is imperative in a Chapter
7 case where unsecured debts can be
discharged. In the event that the
debtor(s) are not eligible for a Chapter
7 filing, they may wish to consider
filing a Chapter 13 proceeding, where
Continued on page 24
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Subchapter V: The first two years
By Crystal Thornton-Illar
Subchapter V was created by the
Small Business Reform Act of 2019
and became effective on February 19,
2020. Subchapter V is codified at 11
U.S.C. §§ 1181 – 1195 and makes
conforming amendments to various
sections of Chapter 11.
Subchapter V was enacted to
establish a process for small business
debtors that is faster, more efficient,
and less expensive than a typical
Chapter 11 case. Subchapter V is
more similar to Chapter 12 for family
farmers and Chapter 13 for individuals
than your typical chapter 11, which is
really designed for large businesses.
Subchapter V imposes shorter
timelines and removes some of the
more restrictive chapter 11 requirements.
While many professionals were
skeptical in 2019, Subchapter V seems
to be accomplishing its objectives.
Debtors, counsel, courts, and trustees
are working together to make these
new provisions work.
Since Subchapter V was enacted
for small businesses, it is no surprise
that there are limitations on eligibility.
To be eligible, a debtor must:
1) be engaged in commercial or
business activities;
2) have less than $2,725,625 in
aggregate noncontingent, liquidated
secured and unsecured debt;
3) have the majority of its debt
arise from business or commercial
activities;
4) not be a corporation that is
subject to the reporting requirement
of the Securities Exchange Act; and
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5) not be a person whose primary
activity is owning single asset real
estate.1
This debt threshold of $2,725,625
was
temporarily
increased
to
$7,500,000 due to the COVID-19
pandemic. This temporary increase
expires on March 27, 2022. Many
people expect a further extension, but
that has not yet occurred. An individual
can be a debtor if they meet the
requirements.
Subchapter V is cost effective for
small business because it is so much
faster than a typical Chapter 11 case.
A mandatory status conference is held
within 60 days.2 While only a debtor
can file a plan, that plan is due in 90
days.3 In comparison, a debtor in a
typical Chapter 11 case has the exclusive
right to file a plan for 120 days, which
is often routinely extended.4 These
requirements ensure the debtor
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enters bankruptcy with a strategy and
acts quickly, which drastically reduces
the costs of the bankruptcy process.
Extensions are only granted if the
need for the extension is attributable
to circumstances for which the debtor
should not justly be held accountable,
which is a high standard.5
Subchapter V also makes the
bankruptcy process less burdensome.
Debtors are not required to file and
serve a disclosure statement. Further,
creditors’ committees and their fees
are eliminated from most cases.6 The
debtor is also relieved from having to
pay United States Trustee’s fees.
Finally, administrative fees can be
paid over the life of the plan rather
than on the effective date as required
in typical chapter 11 cases.7
One new requirement is the Subchapter V Trustee.8 The Subchapter V
Trustee’s role is different from the
role of any other bankruptcy trustee
and included is the duty to facilitate
the development of a consensual plan
of reorganization.9 While this role
continues to develop, many debtors
and creditors find the Subchapter V
Trustee helpful in negotiating and
mediating disputes rather than engaging
in litigation. In the Western District of
Pennsylvania, a consensual plan is
achieved more often than not. As of
the date of this article, 35 Subchapter
V cases were filed in this district.
Eleven cases remain pending, six
cases were dismissed, two cases were
converted to Chapter 7, and three
cases had the Subchapter V designation
struck. In this district, 13 cases were
confirmed, and of those cases, ten

cases were consensual confirmations.
These numbers are still small, but these
cases are being confirmed quickly and
consensually in our district.
A consensual plan occurs when all
classes of creditors vote to accept the
plan.10 A consensual plan is better
because the debtor makes payments
to creditors, the trustee is terminated,
and the debtor receives a discharge at
confirmation even if the debtor is an
individual.11
Of course, not all confirmations are
consensual, and Subchapter V includes
provisions to make bankruptcy less
burdensome when a consensual plan
does not occur. For instance, a cram
down plan can be confirmed even if no
class of creditors accepts the plan. 12
Additionally, the absolute priority
rule is not applicable, and principals
can retain their equity as long as the
projected disposable income is paid
into the plan over a three to five year
period.13
While Subchapter V is relatively new,
it is working better than expected.
Small businesses are reorganizing
quickly and efficiently, and a
reorganization bankruptcy is available
to many small businesses who could
not have afforded to reorganize
previously. No doubt Subchapter V
will become the default selection for
small business as more people become
aware of its existence and accustomed
to its provisions. n
Crystal H. Thornton-Illar is a partner
with Leech Tishman Fuscaldo & Lampl,
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Are receiverships an alternative to bankruptcy?
By John R. O’Keefe Jr.,
Roger P. Poorman and
Justin M. Tuskan
Many borrowers and creditors are
generally familiar with the concept of
bankruptcy relief in the event of
financial distress. However, bankruptcy
is not the only option available, and
receiverships are increasingly being
used in distressed credit situations.
Some believe them more cost effective
than bankruptcy. This article focuses
on receiverships under Pennsylvania
law, which varies from that of other
jurisdictions.
A receivership is a proceeding
whereby a third party (the receiver) is
appointed by a court to take control of
a borrower and/or its asset(s) for the
benefit of stakeholders. Receiverships
can be utilized to help rehabilitate a
business struggling to stay afloat,
liquidate assets, and everything in
between. To obtain the appointment of
a receiver, a party must submit a
request to the court, which must occur
in connection with an ancillary legal
action such as a foreclosure, replevin,
or confession of judgment proceeding.
There are two primary grounds
upon which a court may appoint a
receiver: equitable or contractual. To
prevail on equitable grounds, the
party requesting the receiver must
show that a receiver is necessary to
protect creditors’ interests, such as if
the borrower’s assets are in danger of
being damaged, concealed, or otherwise
dissipated. If such a showing is made,
the court weighs the harm that will result
if the receiver is appointed against that
which will result if the receiver is not
appointed. Appointment is discretionary,
and courts generally consider the
appointment of a receiver on equitable
grounds to be an extreme remedy.
Alternatively, if an agreement
contains a provision authorizing the
appointment of a receiver upon
borrower’s default, Pennsylvania law
provides that the creditor has an
absolute right to such an appointment,
even if none of the equitable grounds
for appointment set forth above are
established. Appointment is not
discretionary, but rather a matter of
right under the parties’ contract.
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Accordingly, a party seeking a receiver
on contractual grounds generally has
a much greater chance of success than
one relying on equitable grounds alone.
If the court determines that
appointment of a receiver is appropriate,
it determines whom to appoint. This
decision is often influenced by the
party seeking the receiver, as that
party will typically identify the person
they propose to so serve in its request
for the appointment of the receiver,
along with information about the
proposed receiver’s qualifications,
experience, and proposed compensation.
In Pennsylvania, there is no statutory
provision governing a receiver’s
authority; rather, the same are contained
in the receivership order. Depending
on your perspective, this is either a
great opportunity for imaginative
drafting, or poses a grave threat of
overreaching.
Accordingly,
the
receivership order is of paramount
importance, and is often the subject of
significant negotiation. While each
receivership order is different, common
provisions authorize the receiver to
secure and protect assets (such as
changing locks, obtaining insurance,
and changing utility accounts into the
receiver’s name), collect rents, pay
expenses, and market and sell assets.
Receiverships are generally considered
to be a creditor tool, but there are
situations where a borrower might
find a receivership desirable. For
example, it is very common for the
borrower’s principals to have personally
guaranteed the borrower’s most

significant debts. A bankruptcy by the
borrower alone will not protect
guarantors, since the automatic stay
in bankruptcy generally only applies
to the entity filing bankruptcy.
Guarantors may be able to negotiate
accommodations (such as forbearances
from collection activity or waiver of
deficiency claims) in exchange for
their consent to the receivership. This
could allow the guarantors to avoid
personal bankruptcy filings.
In addition to the possibility of
protection for guarantors, a receivership
could be desirable if the borrower
wishes to avoid the disclosure of
sensitive information required in
bankruptcy cases. Avoiding bankruptcy
would also eliminate the possible
appointment of a creditor’s committee,
which often pursues claims against
those in control of the borrower for
alleged mismanagement or misconduct.
Further, if the borrower’s management
is deadlocked, or the relationship
amongst management has greatly
deteriorated, it is possible that a
bankruptcy filing might not even be
an option since the requisite corporate
or other authority to file the bankruptcy
could not be obtained. Further, even if
approval can technically be obtained,
the disenfranchised management
block might challenge the authority of
the bankruptcy filing in the first
instance, which could be severely
detrimental to the viability of the
bankruptcy filing.
Like most legal maneuvers,
receiverships are not a panacea.

Receiverships can be costly, and there
remains a perception that receivers
are inherently biased in favor of the
party who appoints them because that
party is ultimately responsible for the
receiver’s fees. The receiver’s
opportunities for future receiverships
could be influenced by the payor’s
opinion of whether the receivership
was successful. Further, a borrower
can still seek bankruptcy protection
after the appointment of a receiver.
This generally displaces the receiver
and restores control of the borrower
back to pre-receivership management
under Section 543 of the Bankruptcy
Code, though the Bankruptcy Court
does have authority to order otherwise
if deemed to be in the best interests of
creditors and other stakeholders.
As explained above, receiverships
may be desirable in certain situations,
but are not without their own inherent
challenges and flaws. Borrowers,
guarantors, creditors, and other
stakeholders would be well served to
consider receiverships among the
tools available to them when faced
with financial distress. n
O’Keefe is a founding member and is
involved in two practice areas at Metz
Lewis and is the co-chair of the banking
group. Poorman is a member at Metz
Lewis and focuses his practice primarily
on protecting and advancing the interests
of creditors in bankruptcy, insolvency,
workout, and related litigation matters.
Tuskan is a Member in the Metz Lewis
Litigation and Banking practice groups.
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Common issues in energy bankruptcy cases
By Kelly Neal, Tyler
Dischinger and Matthew
Simons
From 2015 to 2020, the energy sector
saw record numbers of bankruptcy
filings, due in large part to a global
downturn in demand for petroleum
products and depressed oil prices.
The boom has since slowed. In 2021,
as prices rebounded, just twenty oil
and gas producers filed for bankruptcy,
about half the annual average number
of filings since 2015 (Oil Patch
Bankruptcy Monitor, Haynes Boone,
Jan. 31, 2022). The aggregate debt
represented by those 20 filings was
$2.1 billion, the lowest yearly total
since 2017 (Id.). That trend appears
poised to continue as demand for oil
and gas is soaring in early 2022.
Due to our geographic proximity to
the Marcellus Shale and other natural
resources, most legal professionals in
Western Pennsylvania have a basic
knowledge of energy law. But what
happens when energy law intersects
with the Bankruptcy Code? In many
respects, legal concepts used in the oil
and gas industry are not easily
reconciled with federal bankruptcy
laws and the policies behind them.
This article provides a high-level
overview of some recurring issues
in Chapter 11 energy bankruptcy
cases.
First Day Motions. On the petition
date, the bankruptcy estate is created
and the Chapter 11 debtor becomes
subject to a complex set of rules
intended to preserve estate assets for
creditors. However, if estate assets
are to be used to operate the business,
such use must be conditioned on close
court supervision. Therefore, early in
the case the debtor files a flurry of
motions known as “first day motions.”
First day motions in energy cases
frequently include, among other
things, court approval to use and/or
borrow money, to pay royalties and
leases, and to pay critical vendors.
DIP Financing. Energy companies
have substantial ongoing expenses
that must be paid to continue operations.
Section 364 of the Bankruptcy Code
permits a debtor to obtain new credit
during the course of the case to fund
operations and administrative expenses
(which are the costs of operating
while in Chapter 11). While many
parties in an energy Chapter 11 are
not directly involved with DIP (debtor
in possession) financing, constituents
should know that the DIP lender has
significant influence over the case.
For example, DIP financing agreements
often contain a series of deadlines
known as “milestones” which require
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the debtor to complete a sale of its
assets or confirm a plan of reorganization.
Payment of Royalties. Oil and gas
leases are typically the lifeblood of
E&P (exploration and production)
energy debtors. Uninterrupted payment
of royalties and leases is critical for
business, but distribution of significant
sums of money early in the case may
leave a debtor exposed to objections
from creditors that the payments are
improper. To avoid these risks, debtors
seek authorization to distribute royalty
payments under Section 363 or 105 of
the Bankruptcy Code. Lessees should
monitor first day filings to confirm
that they are an authorized recipient
of royalties and that the stated royalty
amount, if listed, is accurate. And, if
they are not, should consider objecting
early in the case to ensure that timely
payments are made.
Critical Vendors. Most companies
have vendors that they can’t easily
replace. However, absent an agreement
to the contrary, vendors are not
required to do business with a debtor,
and likely would not want to if unpaid
pre-petition balances have accrued.
To avoid business interruptions,
debtors often ask the court to approve
specialized treatment for “critical
vendors,” which might include prompt
payment of some or all of the vendor’s
pre-petition claim, a perk otherwise
prohibited by the Bankruptcy Code. In
exchange, the vendor may be asked to
commit to provide services, likely on
credit, during the bankruptcy.
Goals for the Case. Before the case
is filed the energy debtor has very
likely formulated its exit strategy.
Energy Chapter 11 cases frequently
involve either a plan of reorganization
or a “363 sale” of the business coupled
with assumption and rejection of leases
and contracts.
363 Sales. Section 363(f) of the
Bankruptcy Code allows the sale of
estate assets free and clear of existing
liens, claims, and encumbrances.

“Free and clear” sales are attractive
to buyers who may otherwise be
concerned with purchasing assets
from a financially distressed company.
A 363 sale typically involves an
auction with a price floor set by a
stalking horse bidder. Of course,
disputes can and do regularly arise in
363 sales, for example, over what
types of interests may be shed in a
sale and whether creditors can
“credit bid.” Despite complexities,
363 sales are common in energy cases
because they are an efficient way to
maximize value for creditors and
stakeholders.
Assumption/Rejection of Executory
Contracts and Leases. Section 365 of
the Bankruptcy Code allows the
debtor to assume or reject unexpired
leases and executory contracts,
selectively shedding burdensome
contracts and keeping favorable ones.
Rejection is a powerful tool to reorganize
a business: even the threat of rejection
can help a debtor renegotiate a valuable,
but expensive, contract.
A frequently litigated issue in energy
cases is whether a contract is, in fact,
executory and can be rejected.
Generally speaking, an executory
contract is one under which both
parties have outstanding obligations
that, if not performed, would constitute
a material breach of the contract.
Executory contracts do not include
contracts for the conveyance of real
property. The land-intensive nature of
E&P energy businesses makes for
frequent controversy over the nature
and extent of parties’ rights and
interests as they relate to real property,
as opposed to garden-variety service
contract rights that are more often
clearly “executory.” Many jointoperating agreements and midstream
agreements contain grants of liens,
security interests, “dedications” and
other real property interests. The
determination of whether these
agreements are “executory” and

subject to rejection is often critical to
the success (or failure) of a case.
To assume an agreement (and to
assign it to a buyer), the debtor and
buyer must continue performing
according to contract terms, cure
defaults, and provide adequate
assurance of future performance.
Counterparties should closely monitor
any assumption motion to ensure that
all arrears that may have accrued on
that contract are paid.
Rejection, on the other hand, is
deemed a breach by the debtor as of
the petition date, and leaves the
counterparty with a pre-petition
unsecured claim. As noted above,
rejection can often have a devastating
impact on third parties who may do a
significant amount of business with
the debtor, and issues surrounding
rejection in energy cases are often
heavily litigated.
Conclusion. Turmoil in Eastern
Europe and rising oil and gas prices
could mean even fewer energy
bankruptcy cases in the near future,
however it is likely that Chapter 11
will remain a valuable resource
for energy debtors in need of
reorganization. n
Kelly M. Neal is a shareholder at
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney. She
concentrates her practice in bankruptcy,
creditors’ rights and commercial
litigation. Tyler Dischinger is counsel
at Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney. He
counsels institutional clients through
the entire life-cycle of a distressed
credit. Matthew Simons is an associate
in Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney’s
Bankruptcy and Creditors’ Rights
practice group. Matthew graduated
from the University of Pittsburgh School
of Law in 2020.
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Opportunities exist to help contribute to bankruptcy court
By Michael Rhodes
On behalf of the Clerk’s Office, in
hope that you are energized by the
change of seasons, I would like to
encourage you to take advantage of
several opportunities to contribute to
the bankruptcy court.
Local Rules. In many respects, I
consider local rules to be analogous to
traffic regulations. From an egocentric
perspective, every stop sign, traffic
light and speed limit is a potential
impediment to reaching our desired
destination. It’s our nature to perceive
them as annoying obstacles, especially
when our plates are full and we are
pressed for time. However, we have
all experienced what happens when a
traffic light is not functioning. Traffic
thickens into long clustered lines as
cars alternately creep through
intersections with trepidation.
In those moments, we are keenly aware
of the value of that traffic light. Likewise,
local rules set forth prescriptions and
proscriptions that might, in the heat of
the moment, appear to impede our
progress. However, if well drafted, they
keep things moving along in an organized
and efficient manner, eliminating
risky speculation while preserving the
opportunity to exercise your professional
creativity where it is most needed and
important. For over a decade, Judge
Thomas Agresti has chaired the
court’s local rules committee under
the guiding principle that less is more.
Accordingly, the court strives to have
no more rules than are necessary to
provide the bar and the court with the
optimal levels of clarity, consistency,
and efficiency.
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If the burden of a local rule
outweighs its benefits, then that rule
is subject to amendment and possibly
removal. To ensure that the impact of
each rule from the perspective of the
bar is given full consideration, the
court works closely with a Standing
Local Rules Committee (SLRC),
which is co-chaired by David W. Ross,
Esq. and George T. Snyder, Esq., and
is comprised of members representing
a diverse range of interests and
bankruptcy practice types. The SLRC
undertakes an annual review of the
entire set of our local rules, often
supplemented by their review of local
rules from other jurisdictions. The
SLRC welcomes your suggestions and
comments. Additionally, there is a
link on the court’s website where, at
any time of your convenience, you can
submit comments or suggestions for
consideration. I encourage each of you
to take advantage of the opportunity to

contribute to the local rules that affect
the practice of bankruptcy in the
Western District of Pennsylvania.
Using CM/ECF. The case management
and electronic case files system
(CM/ECF System) has served as the
primary tool used to maintain our court’s
docket since 2002 for approximately
10,000 users, and currently contains
local court data for approximately 250,000
cases with nearly 9 million docket
entries. It was developed and deployed
to all courts by the Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts (AOUSC),
with specific versions designed for
use by appellate, district and
bankruptcy courts. As a national
system, there are limitations and
restrictions on modifications at the
local level.
Changes to the system require
submitting a modification request to
the AOUSC. There are presently more
than 1,000 such requests in the queue
just for the bankruptcy version of
CM/ECF. Consequently, we cannot
make all of the changes that we would
like at the local level, and the process
for change at the national level often
takes years. The fact that there are
considerable variations in the
processes and procedures among the
various bankruptcy courts presents us
with the challenge of using a one-sizefits-all national system in a manner
that accommodates the uniqueness of
our court. We strive to make the system
as user-friendly and intuitive as
possible. After all, we dislike having
to issue corrective entries as much as
you dislike receiving them. Reducing
filing errors is a win-win for the court
and the bar.

We are aware that some of the
corrective entries might come across
as arrant pedantry on the part of the
Clerk’s Office. For example, issuing a
corrective entry when the filer
submitted a brilliant brief using the
wrong event might appear to be petty
nitpicking. However, the AOUSC
submits our CM/ECF data – an
important component being the
corresponding event code – along
with data from other courts to Congress
for use in determining federal judiciary
funding and assessing whether
changes to the Bankruptcy Code are
warranted. We submit our CM/ECF
data to the AOUSC on a monthly basis
with the representation that it is
complete and accurate.
When we detect an error involving
an incorrect event code, we are
obligated to address it, and we do so
by way of issuing a corrective entry.
Even though there are very few
instances of errors being repeated, we
prefer to prevent errors in the first
place rather than using corrective
entries as an educational or remedial
measure. To that end, the court
formed a CM/ECF Working Group,
which is chaired by Natalie Lutz
Cardiello, Esq. and is comprised of a
diverse range of filers. The Working Group
provides valuable recommendations
and insights about improving the
experience of filers. Based on their
firsthand experience and observations,
they work with the court to eliminate
vagueness and ambiguity that might
otherwise result in filing errors. In
some instances, we are able to modify
Continued on page 24
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Bankruptcy concepts, considerations and key provisions
By Jillian Snider, Sloane
O’Donnell and Jason Ott
Bankruptcy is often misunderstood.
When the word bankruptcy comes to
mind, people often think it only means
liquidation and shut down. While
bankruptcies are often filed to liquidate
assets and wind down businesses,
more often a bankruptcy is filed to
give a company some breathing room
to restructure its financial obligations,
to reorganize its business operations
and structure and to allow a company
to emerge from bankruptcy with
significantly less debt.
In traditional litigation, we often think
of two distinct sides to most disputes:
(i) plaintiff; and (ii) defendant.
However, in a particular bankruptcy
proceeding, there can be a myriad of
sides, all based on the relationship(s)
between the client, the debtor, one or
more creditors, and various other parties
in interest that might be involved.
Aside from many other potential
considerations for corporate clients –
like how the bankruptcy filing of a
party to an agreement may affect the
relationships between the parties to
that agreement, performance, and
payment, or potential opportunities
for clients to consider purchasing
assets out of a bankruptcy case,
among many others – it is important
for counsel to think through how the
bankruptcy filing of a co-litigant might
affect the handling of non-bankruptcy
litigation as well.
Two of the more routine matters
that regularly arise in that context
are: (i) filing proofs of claims; and (ii)
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seeking relief from stay to pursue
insurance proceeds. First, a party that
files a proof of claim asserts the right
to recover on an obligation of the
bankrupt debtor. While that might
seem like a fairly straightforward
concept, there are several important
considerations involved, including the
strategic decision whether to file a
proof of claim and therefore, to limit
the creditor’s potential recovery to the
res of the debtor’s bankruptcy estate
and to subject the creditor to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the bankruptcy
court with regard to the dispute, as the
Supreme Court of the United States
held in the landmark ruling of Stern v.
Marshall, 564 U.S. 462 (2011) and its
progeny. Second, where the defendant
in pending litigation in which there
are insurance proceeds available files
for bankruptcy protection, the plaintiff
might be able to seek relief from the
automatic stay from the bankruptcy

court in which the debtor’s case is
pending to enable the plaintiff to
proceed in the underlying litigation
solely against the insurance proceeds
available. These are important concepts
but require specific substantive bankruptcy law knowledge and understanding
to enable counsel to determine the
most appropriate recommendations
for proceeding for clients.
The Bankruptcy Code also contains
provisions that allow the Chapter 11
debtor to reduce its debts while
maintaining ownership of its assets.
When a creditor holds a lien on a
company asset, that creditor is
secured. Outside of a bankruptcy
proceeding a secured creditor must be
paid in full, otherwise it can exercise
its lien rights and execute on the
assets. In a Chapter 11 case, a debtor
can limit the amount of its debts
secured by liens or the terms under
which said debts will be paid through

the terms of its Chapter 11 plan or
reorganization. This process is often
referred to as “lien stripping” or
“cramming down” which reduces the
amount of a secured creditor’s lien to
the value of available collateral securing
the debt. Essentially, a debtor may
force a secured creditor to release its
lien by paying the secured creditor
the current value of the collateral,
rather than paying the full amount to
the debtor owed the secured creditor.
The balance is then treated as an
unsecured claim which is paid at a
lower priority and typically only paid
at a percentage of the total amount
due. These provisions allow a company
to significantly reduce its debt obligations
and improve its ability to successfully
reorganize.
Additionally, assumption or rejection
of executory contracts and leases is a
Continued on page 24
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A conversation with Chief Bankruptcy Judge Carlota M. Böhm
By John Kroto
Q: What do you consider to be the
biggest lesson learned from the
pandemic?
A: The pandemic drove home the
importance of being prepared for
events that might otherwise disrupt
our operations. For well over a
decade, we have routinely engaged in
planning and participating in exercises
involving simulated emergencies. All
of the bankruptcy judges and staff had
the benefit of practicing working
off-site, including first-hand experience
using the various remote technologies
that we put in place, years ahead of
the pandemic. The preparedness that
we gained through continuity of
operations drills allowed us to focus
our energy on the safety of our
employees, the bar and the public.
Q: How did the pandemic impact
the court’s staff?
A: The biggest impact on our staff
was adjusting to working from home
for an extended period of time. I have
been very impressed by their ability
to adapt to new work environments
while remaining focused on executing
their duties with the highest degree of
professionalism. In most cases, staff were
actually working longer hours due to
the fact that they were spared the time
otherwise spent commuting, not to mention
the fact that their work was always
only an arm’s length away. Initially,
our communication was by telephonic
conference calls, and for the last year
and a half we have all been collaborating
primarily by videoconferencing.
The staff has gone out of their way
to preserve a sense of teamwork and
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collegiality by holding a variety of
online events and activities. In many
important respects, the experience of
enduring the extraordinary circumstances
during the pandemic brought us
closer than ever. We also gained a
heightened appreciation for being able
to see and hear each other in person. To
date, only a few of our employees
have tested positive for COVID, and
fortunately none of them developed
serious disease requiring hospitalization.
There are no accounts of any employee,
attorney or member of the public
tracing COVID to contact they might
have had at the court. Concern for the
health of everyone entering court
space was paramount from the
beginning, and we worked hard to
establish appropriate and effective
protocols, working in close partnership
with our District Court.
Q: How did the pandemic impact
the work of the court?

A: Throughout the pandemic, we
succeeded in completing the work of
the court without delays or backlogs.
On the administrative side, we stayed
on track with all of our procurement,
financial and human resources tasks
and reporting obligations. On the
operational side, we performed all
docketing, noticing, quality control
and casework on time. From the time
we transitioned to an alternate work
environment in mid-March of 2020
through the end of January of this
year, we have held approximately
4,500 virtual hearings, processed
26,000 motions, and issued almost
70,000 orders. Despite the challenges
of adapting to new ways of conducting
the business of the court, we were able
to stay current and keep our cases
moving.
Q: Will any of the changes made
carry forward after the pandemic is
over?
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A: We intend to continue a number
of the changes that were implemented
through standing orders during the
pandemic by incorporating them into
our local rules. For example, the
electronic submission of Declarations
through the Electronic Document
Submission System (EDSS) is more
efficient for attorneys and the court.
Likewise, we recognize greater
efficiency through the electronic
submission of claims through the
Electronic Proof of Claim (ePOC) system.
There are numerous examples of how
we were able to automate a variety of
administrative processes, including
the way we receive and process funds
from the Chapter 13 Trustee, all of
which we intend to continue utilizing
when the pandemic is over. While we
had extensive experience conducting
hearings by way of videoconferencing,
particularly between Pittsburgh and
Erie and Johnstown, the biggest
adjustment was having parties participate
from outside of the respective courtrooms
during the pandemic. Each bankruptcy
judge will determine whether there
are instances in which conducting
virtual proceedings in the postpandemic environment would be
practical and appropriate.
Meanwhile, we all agree that there
are many types of hearings where it is
preferable to have all participants
appearing in-person, especially when
credibility determinations are being
made. While it is too early to predict
the full scope of virtual hearings in the
future, I am certain that each judge
will make that determination based on
Continued on page 24
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How to use Chapter 13 to save your client’s home from foreclosure
By Catherine Martin
The American Dream – to own your
own home. Presumably, then, it is the
American Nightmare to lose that
home. There are many sources of
financial help and non-bankruptcy
options for homeowners who fall
behind on their mortgage loans. You
may want to exhaust those options
before considering Chapter 13
bankruptcy, but I hope to persuade
you that Chapter 13 can be a useful
tool worth considering.
What can a Chapter 13 do for your
worried homeowner?
• Permit reinstatement or payoff of
the mortgage loan over as long as five
years
• Compel a reluctant creditor to
accept repayment
• Allow a borrower to efficiently
litigate disputes over the amount due
• Modify the terms of and reduce
the amount of the mortgage loan debt
(sometimes)
• Eliminate junior mortgages
(sometimes)
• Avoid judicial liens to improve
equity position (sometimes)
The Western District of Pennsylvania
offers a Loss Mitigation Program as
part of the bankruptcy process. There
are no new substantive benefits
available to those participating in the
program, but it allows willing lenders
and borrowers to work through the
loan modification process within the
debtor’s bankruptcy, with a good
record of success.
How and when to dispute the
creditor’s claim
A secured creditor hoping to be
paid through the plan typically files a
Proof of Claim identifying in detail
how much is owed. The deadline for
the creditor to file that claim is called
the claims bar date. After the claims
bar date, if no claim was filed, the
debtor can file a claim on behalf of
that creditor, although in the Western
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District the inclusion of a secured
claim in the proposed Chapter 13 plan
acts as a claim. The debtor may challenge
the claim (even if they filed it) by filing
an objection to it. While the Bankruptcy
Code does not contain a deadline for
the debtor to file an objection, in
WDPA the confirmation order does
create a deadline of 90 days after the
claims bar date.
As the debtor’s attorney, you
should pay close attention to the
secured claims that are filed (You
might or might not care about the
unsecured claims, but that issue is not
addressed here). In claims filed on a
mortgage loan debt, the most common
areas of dispute include:
• The amount of attorney’s fees
• Fees charged to attend state court
proceedings related to the foreclosure
• Sheriff fees not yet paid, or which
are reimbursable
• Property inspection fees
• Homeowners insurance costs
(Google for information about class
actions against the lender or servicer)
• Improperly calculated escrow
shortages
• Duplication of charges – the
pre-petition arrears sometimes include
escrow shortages listed separately

When can you alter the terms of
the mortgage loan?
Businesses may find bankruptcy
useful because of the general rule that
claims can be modified, i.e. the terms
of a contract can be changed. Individuals
filing bankruptcy have that same ability,
although that general bankruptcy rule
is limited when it comes to residential
mortgage loans. The Bankruptcy Code
calls it modifying the loan, which
unfortunately creates confusion with
the loan modifications happening outside
of bankruptcy.
There are two scenarios the permit
the debtor to modify the terms of a
first mortgage:
• The mortgage loan matures
before the end of the Chapter 13
plan; or
• The security interest granted in
the mortgage is not limited to the real
property
To accomplish that modification,
the debtor would file an adversary
complaint within the bankruptcy, also
called a §506 complaint or a cram
down. If successful, the debtor would
have to pay off the entire balance due
within the term of the plan, with interest.
As a practical matter, this is not
always an affordable option.
There is one other scenario that
should be reviewed if there are junior
mortgages. Those second, third,
fourth etc. mortgages can be wiped
out altogether if the balance due on
the first mortgage loan exceeds the
fair market value of the real estate
securing the loans. If those junior
mortgages are successfully avoided
by the debtor, those unpaid mortgage
balances become unsecured debt, to
be repaid according to the terms of
the plan. Some debtors are not
required to pay any percentage of the
unsecured debt, but that analysis
depends on many factors including
the value of the debtor’s assets, the
debtor’s income and the extent of
other secured debts being paid.

What if the mortgage loan cannot
be modified in the Chapter 13?
• Reinstate the mortgage loan by
resuming monthly payments and
repaying the arrears in installments
through the plan.
• Pay off the loan balance at contract rate.
• Consider non-bankruptcy loan
modification options, all of which
should be available despite being in
bankruptcy.
Reverse Mortgages
While a reverse mortgage loan
creates no obligation to make monthly
payments, a borrower can be in
default by failing to pay ongoing taxes,
letting the homeowner’s insurance
lapse or by not properly maintaining
the property. If the lender pays
charges the debtor should have paid,
the borrower must be given the
opportunity to repay the obligations
and can do so in a Chapter 13 plan
without having to pay any additional
fees or costs. Those additional fees
may be added to the loan balance that
is eventually due but need not be paid
to reinstate the loan.
Improving equity position
If there are judicial liens against
the real estate the debtor may be able
to avoid those liens, which would
improve the homeowner’s equity position.
Whether the liens may be avoided
depends on the value of the property,
the amount of the judgment, other
liens and the bankruptcy exemptions
the debtor has available to them.
Wherefore
I respectfully submit that you may
be able to turn an impossible situation
into a success story and save your
client’s house through the judicious
use of a Chapter 13 bankruptcy. n
Catherine Martin is a Neighborhood
Legal Services lawyer who believes
what she was taught in 9th grade civics
class – there should be equal justice under
law. Bankruptcy is one way to get there.

Watch your tone – Email communications play a large role
in HHGregg $3.5 million preference action judgment
By Sarah E. Wenrich
When a business – or a person –
falls on difficult times and files for
bankruptcy, its creditors or vendors
may find themselves defending lawsuits
in the bankruptcy court related to
payments made by the debtor prior to
the bankruptcy. Debtors-in-possession
or trustees overseeing the case may
bring “preference actions” seeking to
recover transfers that the vendor
received within the 90 days prior to
the debtor filing for bankruptcy relief
(or within a year of filing if that vendor
or creditor is an “insider as defined by
the bankruptcy code”).
One of the most common defenses
asserted in response to these actions
is to argue that the payments received
from the debtor during the preference
period were “made in the ordinary
course of business or financial affairs
of the debtor and the transferee” or
“made according to ordinary business
terms.” 11 U.S.C. § 547(c)(2). If a
vendor is able to establish that the
debtor’s payment fits under either of
these scenarios, then the vendor may
keep the payments it received during
the preference period and it does not
have to pay those funds back into the
estate for distribution to other creditors.
However, a recent decision adversary
proceeding in the Southern District of
Indiana may shake up the certainty of
this defense.
In Official Committee of Unsecured
Creditors of Gregg Appliances, Inc. v.
D&H Distributing Company (In re

Sarah E. Wenrich
HHGregg, Inc., et al), Adv. Pro. No.
17-50282 [Doc. Nos. 75, 80-81), the
vendor in question, D&H Distributing
Company (D&H), received more than
$4 million in payments during the
90-day preference period. D&H
argued that the payments received
during the preference period were
made pursuant to the agreed upon
terms of payment that were in place
between the debtors and D&H during
that time. As such, the transfers were
made within the ordinary course of
business, as provided for in §547(c)(2),
and could not be recovered for the estate.
The court disagreed and has ordered
D&H to remit payment in the amount
of $3,517,805.06 (plus prejudgment
interest) for the transfers received by
D&H that were not otherwise shielded
from a separate defense under §547.

Two of the major tipping points for
the court were (1) the communications
sent by the Debtor during the preference
period and (2) the fact that the debtors
prioritized payments to D&H at the
urging of the debtors’ senior vice
president of consumer electronics,
Phillips. The communications in question
regarding the debtors’ payments were
notably sent by D&H’s vice president
of retail sales rather than D&H’s credit
team and were sent to Phillips rather
than to the debtors’ accounts payable
department. Further, the email
communications had a “tone” different
from D&H’s emails prior to the
preference period and included
“veiled threats” that D&H would
withhold products during the holiday
season if the debtors did not pay as
required by the terms. While the
debtors’ then-CFO did not expressly
testify that these emails necessarily

prompted the payments in question,
he did testify that the debtors prioritized
the payments to D&H over other
creditors at Phillips’ urging. Even
though the payments may have been
made in accordance with the “ordinary
business terms” in place, the tone
used in the D&H communications
placed pressure on the debtors to
either make the payments or suffer
through the holiday season and the
payments were not made in the
ordinary course of business.
This nuanced opinion highlights the
importance of thinking about the role
and potential impact of communications
and the additional factors that courts
are willing to consider in determining
whether a creditor must refund the estate
for preference period payments. n
Wenrich is an associate at BernsteinBurkley.
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The post-COVID decline in bankruptcy filings
By John R. O’Keefe Jr.,
Roger P. Poorman and
Justin M. Tuskan
The fallout from the COVID-19
global pandemic created extraordinary
financial instability that saw
unemployment skyrocket to nearly 15
percent, the Dow lose thousands of
points a day, and output to drop to lows
not seen since the Great Depression.
Significant economic downturns and
high unemployment rates usually portend
an increase in bankruptcy filings. And
yet, since the beginning of the pandemic,
the number of personal and business
bankruptcies have declined. This
phenomenon has surprised practitioners
and observers alike. Why have
bankruptcy filings not increased as
many expected? Have consumers and
corporations weathered the proverbial
storm? Or are we on the precipice of a
notable rise in filings as we move
into 2022?
To better answer these questions,
it’s important first to look at just how
far bankruptcy filings have fallen.
According to the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts,
annual bankruptcy filings in 2021
totaled 413,616 nationwide, compared
with 544,463 cases in 2020, which is a
decrease of 24 percent.1 Total business
filings fell nearly 34 percent in 2021,
from 21,655 to 14,347. Similarly,
consumer bankruptcy filings fell by
about 23.5 percent in 2021 to 399,269
compared with 522,808 the previous
year. Here in the Western District of
Pennsylvania, a total of 3,923

bankruptcy cases were filed in 2021.2
That’s a decrease of nearly 22 percent
from 2020 and decline of almost 65
percent from 10 years ago. Notably,
only 37 Chapter 11 cases were filed in
the Western District of Pennsylvania
from January to December 2021.
Perhaps the largest contributing factor
to these trends are the unprecedented
steps that federal, state, and local
governments took to avoid total
economic collapse. The Paycheck
Protection Program, Covid EIDL loans,
and the Main Street Lending Program
provided quick cash to businesses on
favorable repayment terms. On the
consumer front, enhanced unemployment
benefits, direct stimulus payments,
student loan payment freezes, and
moratoriums on evictions and foreclosures
eased the financial strain. But government
assistance is not the sole reason for a
decline in bankruptcies.
Unlike the Great Recession, the
economic downturn induced by the
COVID-19 pandemic did not lead to a
dramatic decrease in access to financing.
Generally, lenders have maintained a
flexible approach with borrowers, and
have frequently worked to avoid
situations where foreclosures and the
like were necessary. Instead of pursuing
direct enforcement, lenders have
instead restructured obligations by
extending the loan term or temporarily
reducing payments. In addition, while
the health concerns wrought by the
pandemic necessitated changes to the
manner in which the court conducts
business, a 2020 study by the Brennen
Center for Justice concluded that
remote proceedings may negatively

impact access to the court system.3
Thus, there may be a segment of
individuals that did not file for
bankruptcy even if it was advisable.
Overall, however, the direct threats
that often lead to bankruptcy, like
account garnishments and sheriff
sales, were forestalled in 2020 and
2021. That trend may soon be near
an end.
Although COVID appears to be in
retreat thanks to vaccines, treatments,
and less severe variants, there are a
number of factors on the horizon that
may result in instability. Inflation,
supply chain issues, and the rising
price of household goods looms large.
To combat inflation, the Federal
Reserve will soon raise interest rates.
Moreover, war between Russia and
Ukraine, and OPEC’s refusal to
increase production, have driven the
cost of oil to $115 per barrel, with gas
prices steadily climbing as a result.
With respect to both commercial and
consumer loans, many forbearance
periods are at or near expiration.
Likewise, housing assistance programs
for residential tenants are ending, and
mortgage foreclosures in most courts
are proceeding forward. Higher interest
rates and materials costs place
significant unwanted financial pressure
on many businesses, which in turn,
may make it more difficult for companies
to stay current on loan, lease, and
other payments. In a similar vein, high
costs at the gas pump and grocery store,
coupled with a return to “normal”
mortgage and student loan payments,
will further stretch the paychecks of
many households. And while lockdowns

are likely a thing of the past, the
unpredictable nature of Covid will
continue to disrupt the restaurant,
travel, and entertainment industries.
Each of the foregoing makes it very
possible that bankruptcy filings will
rise over the next several months.
However, if the last two years have
taught us anything, we should be
cautious in trying to predict what
comes next. n
O’Keefe is a founding member and is
involved in two practice areas at Metz
Lewis and is the co-chair of the banking
group. Poorman is a member at Metz
Lewis and focuses his practice primarily
on protecting and advancing the interests
of creditors in bankruptcy, insolvency,
workout, and related litigation matters.
Tuskan is a Member in the Metz Lewis
Litigation and Banking practice groups.
1
United States Courts – Bankruptcy Filings Drop
24 Percent, https://www.uscourts.gov/news/
2022/02/04/bankruptcy-filings-drop-24-percent
(published February 4, 2022).
2
United States Bankruptcy Court for the Western
District of Pennsylvania – Case Filing Statistics,
http://www.pawb.uscourts.gov/case-filing-statistics
(accessed March 3, 2022).
3
Brennan Center for Justice – The Impact of
Video Proceedings on Fairness and Access to
Justice in Court, https://www.brennancenter.org/
our-work/research-reports/impact-video-proceedingsfairness-and-access-justice-court (published
September 10, 2020).
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What every small business owner should know about bankruptcy
By Kirk Burkley and
Lara S. Martin
Most lawyers and business owners
are not familiar with the bankruptcy
process. Many think of bankruptcy as
being utilized only by large corporations
or just for individuals. The bankruptcy
process however can be advantageous
for small businesses and the filing
dependent on the particulars of each
business. The bankruptcy process
allows a business to bring all debt
issues into one forum which allows for
a faster resolution to benefit not only
the business but also its creditors.
Additionally, the enactment of the
Small Business Reorganization Act of
2019 (SBRA) has broadened and
streamlined the process for small
businesses to file under Chapter 11 in
a newly created Subchapter V. Chapter
11 is commonly known as the chapter
under which large companies, like Sears
or General Motors, file for bankruptcy
and sell their assets or reorganize the
business. The SBRA’s newly created
Subchapter V qualifies more small
businesses to file for protection and
quickly reorganize. Subchapter V was
also subsequently expanded in March
2020 as a result of the pandemic’s
economic impact to allow even more
businesses to qualify. Currently, the
requirements for a Subchapter V
debtor include that the debtor must be
pursuing business activities and have
debt that does not exceed $7.5 million,
and that debt cannot include those
owed to company insiders. At least
50% of the debt must come from business
activities and single-asset real estate
debtors are not eligible.
Both Chapter 11 and Subchapter V
of Chapter 11 provide benefits for
small and mid-size businesses in
bankruptcy. The purpose of bankruptcy
is to provide businesses a little breathing
room to reorganize their affairs or sell
assets in an organized fashion in order
to save jobs and maximize value for
creditors. The effect of Subchapter V
is to streamline the process even more

Kirk Burkley

Lara S. Martin

for small companies that meet certain
thresholds and is intended to get small
business debtor’s in and out of
bankruptcy faster and thus with
reduced expenses. One of the key
components of this is the appointment
of a Subchapter V Trustee who is
primarily tasked with facilitating the
development of a consensual plan of
reorganization and thereafter making
the plan payments. The process is meant
to be much faster than a traditional
Chapter 11 as evidenced by the
requirement that the debtor must file
a plan of reorganization not later than
90 days after the filing. In a traditional
Chapter 11, there is no mandatory
deadline to file a plan and a debtor’s
“exclusive” period to file a plan is often
extended. The debtor’s “exclusivity
period” means the debtor’s exclusive
right to confirm a plan, once this has
expired, any party-in-interest may file
a plan. Significantly, in a Subchapter
V case, no creditor is permitted to file
a competing plan.
Further, unlike a traditional Chapter
11 plan, a Subchapter V plan may be
approved by the court even if no class
of creditors accepts it and the existing
owners can continue to own and manage
their businesses even where all creditors
vote against the plan or owners who
can’t contribute new capital to the

company (provided however the plan
does not discriminate unfairly and is
fair and equitable).
Small business owners should also
know about some of the general
advantages to filing for bankruptcy
protection. Many small to mid-size
businesses find significant value in
their ability to assume or reject
unexpired contracts and/or leases in
bankruptcy. If a lease or contract is
assumed, the debtor must cure any
default. But the debtor can also shed
itself of unprofitable contracts or
leases. If the debtor chooses to reject
the lease, it is treated as a pre-filing
breach and damages are treated as
unsecured claims that may be
discharged in the bankruptcy or paid
a percentage of the debt. This process
is helpful for a debtor if it has a
burdensome lease it needs to get out
but can’t. Rejection of a contract
allows the debtor to stop performing
under the contract and focus on more
profitable endeavors. Likewise, the debtor
can reject any collective bargaining
agreements during its filing which is
particularly helpful if the debtor has a
collective bargaining agreement that
is contributing to financial distress.
The Bankruptcy Code has a specific
section to address the treatment of
collective bargaining agreements and

allows for their rejection and
renegotiation if the company can
prove that the rejection is necessary
for reorganization.
Additionally, small businesses can
restructure their secured debt by
modifying terms and stretching
payments over time. If a loan is
maturing, bankruptcy can provide a path
to force an extended or re-amortized
repayment period. Lenders may also
benefit in that they are involved in an
open and transparent process and
discussions which benefits both parties
in having the debtor be able to repay
the debt. Many lenders see a benefit to
a clear final resolution of their debt
and ahead of unsecured creditors that
might otherwise be applying pressure
on the debtor to get paid outside of
bankruptcy. During the course of the
bankruptcy process, the business
maintains ordinary operations and has
time to assess how to more efficiently
operate, maximize profit and rehabilitate.
This is particularly important when a
business has onerous pending litigation,
burdensome contracts and/or needs
time to strategize and reconfigure or
reorganize its operations or structure
while benefitting from the protection
of the automatic stay (which prevents
creditors from attempting to start or
continue taking actions against the
debtor or its property). n
Burkley is Managing Partner at BernsteinBurkley, P.C. He is experienced in
representing secured and unsecured
creditors in bankruptcy, financial
restructuring, and workout situations,
including the representation of numerous
unsecured creditors’ committees, equipment
lessors, financial institutions, and
commercial landlords. Martin is an
associate attorney at Bernstein-Burkley,
P.C. with expertise in commercial
bankruptcy, corporate and nonprofit
consulting, and mediation, she represents
businesses, corporate debtors, financial
institutions, non-profit organizations,
and secured and unsecured creditors in
commercial, corporate, credit, and
litigation matters.

Almost everything happens in bankruptcy court
By Thomas E. Reilly
The term bankruptcy lawyer or
bankruptcy law convey too narrow a
connotation for the actual disciplines
required to practice effectively in the
field. To engage, especially on behalf
of the parties other than the debtor
requires interdisciplinary acumen.
For attorneys who never venture
into the bankruptcy court it may seem
like a foreign land. An arcane venue
where the financially embarrassed visit
to resurrect their financial circumstance
under the Bankruptcy Code. This view
may arise because the advertising we
see appeals to those who seek debt
relief. But one bankruptcy case not
only effects those who initiate the
process. The debtor is the tip of the
iceberg of those affected. Current
creditors, joint obligors, co-owners of
assets, previously paid creditors,
taxing entities, former spouses, related
business entities, officers, directors,
shareholders are all brought into
the fray.

Thomas E. Reilly
The law involved in bankruptcy
court is not just that defined by the
Bankruptcy Code. While the code does
provide the mechanisms for providing
relief and the forum, the issues
addressed in bankruptcy proceedings
run a panoply of legal disciplines.
It’s much like a law school class

curriculum involving real property,
contracts, secured transactions,
negotiable instruments, evidence,
corporations, remedies, estates and
trust, leasing, consumer protection,
fair debt, usury, employment,
restrictive covenants and even family
law may arise in a case. Issues
involving the state versus federal
jurisdiction including removal of
litigation from state courts to
bankruptcy courts.
Large corporate bankruptcy cases
occasionally make the daily news
when commenced but while they
continue general public interest fades
with the conclusion reported as an
anecdote. The end result, however,
may have a social or political
importance. For example, GNC filed a
Chapter 11 because of its inability to
pay its $905 billion in debt. Its assets
were sold for $770 billion to a Chinese
holding company. The remaining $135
billion of its debt will receive some
modest distribution from a wind down
entity known as Vitamin Hold Co. But

what was once a vibrant US company
is now owned by a Chinese entity that
acquired it through the process
governed by the Bankruptcy Code.
This is just one example. But
prepackaged corporate reorganizations
are the main stay of the Delaware
Bankruptcy Court. Our Western
District Bankruptcy Court is set up
with rules to handle similar larger
corporate cases.
There are 90 bankruptcy courts
with approximately 347 bankruptcy
judges. Each court is daily handling
and deciding the wide variety of
these
issues
affecting
large
groups of affected parties. There
are very few issues that do not arise in
bankruptcy courts. Truly, almost
everything happens in bankruptcy
court. n
Since 1977, Tom Reilly has represented
banks, finance companies, leasing
companies, small businesses and
individuals in an interdisciplinary
litigation practice.
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The Bankruptcy Judges Memorial Scholarship needs you
By John Gotaskie
Thirty-five years ago, the Bankruptcy
and Commercial Law Section of the
Allegheny County Bar Association
established the Gerald K. Gibson
Memorial Fund to honor the premature
and shocking death of Judge Gibson in
June 1986. The Fund was used to
sponsor the annual Gibson Memorial
Awards to outstanding bankruptcy
law students at both the Duquesne
University and University of Pittsburgh
Schools of Law.
The Gibson Awards were often
presented at the annual meeting and
luncheon of the Section and were a
highlight of the meeting. The list of
esteemed Gibson Awardees includes
current Judge Jeffery A. Deller of the
United States Bankruptcy Court for
the Western District of Pennsylvania.
In 2018, it became clear that the
Gibson Memorial Fund was running
out. The leadership of the section at
that time, principally William C. Price
of Clark Hill and Luke A. Sizemore of
Reed Smith, convened a subcommittee
to examine the issue and recommend
next steps. I was asked to lead that
subcommittee. After considerable
deliberation, the subcommittee
recommended the creation of a new
fund and awards. Moreover, so as to
continue the spirit of the Gibson Fund,
the new fund would honor all the
deceased bankruptcy judges of the
Western District.
Consequently, on June 21, 2019, at
the Section’s annual meeting, the
Section retired the Gibson Award and
voted to establish the Bankruptcy
Judges Memorial Scholarship Fund of

John Gotaskie
the Allegheny County Bar Foundation.
The section was pleased that members
of Judge Gibson’s family could attend
the 2019 annual meeting and participate
in the presentation of the final Gibson
Awards. Presently, the Memorial
Scholarship Fund continues to make
awards to deserving Pitt and
Duquesne law students each year.
Awards were given both in 2019 and
2020, albeit at videoconference
meetings. I strongly hope that the
pandemic climate will permit the 2022
Awards to be presented in person.
Unfortunately, our fundraising
efforts for the Memorial Scholarship
Fund have been impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic. The Memorial
Scholarship Fund was seeded with a
$5,000 donation from the section.
Following that, a soft fundraising
effort was launched, and a fundraising
kick-off party was planned for April
2020. Well, we all know what happened
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in the Spring of 2020 and the party did
not happen. Since that time, fundraising
efforts have been confined to outreach
from the subcommittee, now led by
Ryan Cooney of Cooney Law Offices
along with Harry Readshaw of
Whiteford Taylor Preston and George W.
Fitting of Duane Morris, and efforts at
the annual Bankruptcy Symposium of
the section. Section chairs Keri Ebeck
of Bernstein Burkley, Alan Patterson
of Gross & Patterson, and Abagale
Steidl of Steidl & Steinberg have also
provided fundraising leadership.
In order to become a fully selfsustaining fund of the ACBF, the
Bankruptcy
Judges
Memorial
Scholarship Fund needs to raise at
least $50,000. The Fund, of course, is a
fully qualified charitable fund for IRS
purposes, and all contributions are
tax-deductible to the fullest extent
permitted by the law. The good news
is that, in spite of the headwinds of the
pandemic, a total of $13,366.70 has
been raised so far for the Memorial
Scholarship Fund. This amount is a
“good start.” But there is work to do.
Excitingly, with only $6,633.33 in
additional contributions, the members
of the section will unlock another
$5,000 donation from the section. This
is because section council, when it
made the original contribution of
$5,000, provided that it would make a
second $5,000 contribution once section
members contribute $15,000 in donations
to the Fund.
It is disappointing to me that the
vast majority of Section members and
law firms have not yet contributed to
the Bankruptcy Judges Memorial
Scholarship Fund. I would challenge

each of you to make a contribution to
the Fund in the amount of at least
$178. Why? With the section contributing
$10,000 of the needed $50,000 (I am
confident that the second $5,000
Section contribution will be unlocked
soon) and approximately 225 section
members, an average contribution of
$178 from each section member will
easily push the Fund over our $50,000
goal line.
Just this past year, Western
Pennsylvania lost retired Bankruptcy
Judge Joseph L. Cosetti, who we knew
as a lion of the bankruptcy bench here
in Pittsburgh. At our 2021 annual
meeting, we honored Judge Cosetti’s
memory not just with words but also
with the presentation of last year’s
Bankruptcy
Judges
Memorial
Scholarship Awards. A fully funded
Memorial Scholarship Fund will allow
our Section to continue honoring
Judges Bentz, Cosetti, Gibson,
McCullough and Schaffler long into
the future. I hope you’ll join us and
make your contribution now. Taxdeductible contributions may be made
through the Allegheny County Bar
Foundation, and you can find more
information here: www.acbf.org/
Bankruptcy-Judges-Memorial-Fund.
Thank you in advance. n
Gotaskie is a partner at Fox Rothschild.
He represents individuals, partnerships
and companies in diverse legal matters
including complex commercial litigation,
bankruptcy litigation and franchising issues.
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Unintended consequences of doing business
with an entity that files for bankruptcy
By Jana Pail
Doing business with a business
entity may have unintended consequences
if that company’s financial condition
later leads to a bankruptcy filing.
Trade creditors could be required to
disgorge money they were paid in the
months leading up to the bankruptcy
filing even if the creditor was
unaware of the financial condition,
and even if the creditor is still owed
reimbursement for delivered product
or services.
This is because the creditor may
have received a recoverable ‘preference’
payment.
Section 547 of the United States
Bankruptcy Code (11 U.S.C.§ 547)
allows a bankruptcy trustee to recover
preference payments under certain
circumstances. If a payment to a trade
creditor is ultimately deemed to be a
preference, it must be repaid. The
funds then become part of a pool of
assets to be fairly distributed to
creditors in accord with the priority
scheme set forth in the bankruptcy
code. The public policy supporting
preference recovery is the equal
treatment of similarly situated creditors. In the months leading up to a
bankruptcy filing, a business may pick
and choose which vendors to pay,
leading to some creditors being
preferred over others. Bankruptcy
law seeks to remedy this unfairness.
Characteristics of a Preferential
Transfer. In order for a payment to
qualify as a preference, the transfer
must be:
• A transfer of an interest of the
debtor in property, which could
include money, a security interest, or
a guaranty.
• To or for the benefit of a creditor.
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• For or on account of an antecedent debt.
• Made within 90 days of the
bankruptcy filing (or within 1-year if
the transfer was to an insider such as
a partner, officer or director).
• Made while the debtor was insolvent.
• Which enabled the creditor to
receive more than it would have
received in a Chapter 7 liquidation.
The return of preference payment
is typically initially made through a
demand letter to the creditor for
immediate return of the payment. At
this stage, trade creditors, with the aid
of legal counsel, can evaluate available
defenses to the demand, such as the
ordinary course of business defense,
the new value defense, and/or the
contemporaneous exchange defense.
Under certain circumstances, the
bankruptcy code also protects lenders
who receive a purchase money security
interest from a debtor. If the trustee
and creditor are unable to resolve
preference demand, the trustee may
initiate an adversary action in the
United States Bankruptcy Court.

Preference Defenses. In order to
assert the ordinary course of business
defense, the creditor must demonstrate
that (1) the payment was on account of
a debt incurred in the ordinary course
of business or financial affairs of the
debtor and the creditor; (2) the payment
was made in the ordinary course of
dealings between the debtor and the
creditor; or (3) payment was made
according to ordinary business terms.
To assert the new value defense, a
creditor must demonstrate that it
provided additional goods or services
after a preference payment was made.
In effect, the value of new goods may
be used to offset the preference
payment. The creditor must prove: (1)
the new value was given to the debtor
after the preferential payment was
received; and (2) the creditor did not
receive any other payment for that
new value.
To assert the contemporaneous
exchange defense, the creditor must
demonstrate that the transacting
parties intended for a transaction to
be a contemporaneous exchange of
payment for goods or services. For
example, cash-on-delivery (COD)
payments would fall into this category.
However, if payment was intended to
pay for a previous invoice, this
defense would not apply. Immediate
payment is not required but should be
made relatively quickly after the sale.
Defenses are very nuanced, and
every case is fact specific. Creditors
targeted with preference actions should
therefore seek the aid of experienced
bankruptcy counsel.
Recent Code Amendments. Recent
bankruptcy code amendments have
ameliorated the perceived harshness
of preference recovery. The Small
Business Reorganization Act of 2019

(SBRA) imposes a new due diligence
requirement on trustees seeking to
recover preference payments: 11
U.S.C. § 547(b) now states that “…the
trustee may, based on reasonable due
diligence in the circumstances of the
case and taking into account a party’s
known or reasonably knowable
affirmative defenses under subsection
(c), avoid any transfer of an interest of
the debtor in property –.” 11 U.S.C. §
547(b). Defendants in preference
actions, with the aid of their legal
professionals, should carefully review
a preference complaint and confirm
that the plaintiff (usually a trustee)
attempted to reasonably satisfy the
due diligence requirement.
United States Code provides that
small claims must be brought in a
defendant’s home district, rather than
in the district in which the bankruptcy
case is pending if such claims fall
below a certain dollar amount. As part
of the SBRA, Congress increased that
dollar threshold from $13,650 to
$25,000. See 28 U.S.C. § 1409(b).
There is some dispute about whether
section 1409(b) applies to preference
actions; however, for jurisdictions
recognizing 1409(b) applicability, outof-district defendants will enjoy home
field advantage where a below-threshold
recovery is sought. In effect, plaintiffs
will be less likely to file suit in a creditor’s
home district where the recovery
values are low.
Trade creditors and other preference
defendants should examine all available
defenses as part of their preference
defense toolkit. n
Pail is counsel at Whiteford Taylor Preston.
She represents clients in bankruptcy
proceedings, corporate restructurings
and insolvency litigation.

Facing a commercial foreclosure? Don’t let the
bank control your fate: Consider a Chapter 11 sale
By Ryan J. Cooney
Your client has received the dreaded
Notice of Default from the bank under
its first mortgage. A foreclosure is
now imminent. Maybe your client
owns a rental property and the tenants
have vacated or ceased paying rent.
Maybe your client operates a business
in the property such as a restaurant,
and sales are down. Regardless of the
reason for the alleged default, it’s time
to act. Especially if there are junior
lienholders.
It’s possible, or even likely, that in
addition to the bank’s first mortgage
on the property, there are additional
“junior” liens that have attached to
your client’s building. Your client may
have received an SBA loan or sought
assistance from an economic development
council or redevelopment authority.
Your client may owe taxes and be subject
to a lien in favor of the Internal Revenue
Service or Pennsylvania Department
of Revenue. Perhaps your client needed
to make repairs to the building and
sought a construction loan from a high
interest lender. While the types of
junior liens vary, one thing remains a
constant: It’s almost a certainty that
your client’s individual owners signed
a personal guarantee. This often times
becomes the paramount question that
needs answered: How do you protect
the individual guarantors? This is best
done by maximizing the value of your
client’s real property.
Most lawyers probably know what
happens if you do nothing. The bank

Ryan J. Cooney
files a foreclosure action and most
likely obtains title to the property at a
sheriff’s sale. But what if there is
equity after the first mortgage. Does
that mean the junior lienholders will
get some money? It is well established
in Pennsylvania that a sheriff’s sale of
real property divests all junior liens
on that property. Boyer v. Walker, 714
A.2d 458 (Pa. Super. 2022). While a
junior lienholder is certainly entitled
to protect its interest by bidding on
the property at the sheriff’s sale, this
involves shelling out the cash to pay
off the first mortgage only to take title
to a property that it then has to re-sell
on the open market. Often times, this is
simply not feasible. The junior lienholders
will instead stand back and shift their
sights to the personal guarantors.
There is also very little chance that

your client will maximize value
through a third-party purchaser at a
sheriff’s sale. Third-party buyers
cannot rely on financing and must
forgo an inspection.
If this is your client’s situation, a
Chapter 11 may be the answer. While
the general practitioner may be wary
of the perceived costs or complexities
associated with a Chapter 11 filing,
the expenses related to a real estate
case can be minimized and can be offset
by some of the benefits of a Chapter
11, such as the avoidance of real estate
transfer taxes under 11 U.S.C. 1146.
Immediately upon the filing of a
Chapter 11 case, the sheriff’s sale is
stayed under 11 U.S.C. § 362. This
gives the client some breathing room
so that it can attempt to maximize the
value of the property. With this time,
the client may want to hire a real
estate broker to conduct a marketing
process. While the real estate broker
will need to be “court-approved,” this
is a routine procedure. Unlike the
sheriff’s sale scenario, any potential
buyers that are identified during the
marketing process will have a chance
to perform an inspection and even to
obtain financing, greatly expanding
the field of potential purchasers.
At the same time, the client will
work with its bankruptcy attorneys to
develop a plan under 11 U.S.C. 1129.
In a real estate sale case, this will
typically be a “Plan of Liquidation,”
which will identify how each claim
will be treated in the case, with the
funding for the plan coming from the

proceeds of the sale of the property.
Thus, a plan under these circumstances
will commonly state that the
claimants will be paid out of the
proceeds from a sale of the property
up to the full amount of their claim,
after payment of claims with a higher
priority and costs of sale.
The plan will also contain some
very important language about 11
U.S.C. 1146. This specific bankruptcy
code section is one of the biggest
advantages to selling a property
through the bankruptcy process. It
provides that the sale of property
under a confirmed plan may not be
subject to real estate transfer taxes.
See, Florida Dept. of Revenue v.
Piccadilly Cafeterias, Inc. 544 U.S. 33
(2008). This is worth repeating: There
are no transfer taxes on a sale of
property done pursuant to a bankruptcy
plan. In the City of Pittsburgh, where
real estate transfer taxes total 5%, this
equates to a $50,000 savings on a
$1,000,000 sale.
There are, of course, other factors
that need to be considered. It should
go without saying that every situation
is different and requires customized
advice. The point is that a Chapter 11
filing can be a viable and cost-efficient
tool in the context of foreclosure. At a
minimum, consult with a bankruptcy
practitioner after receiving the Notice
of Default. A Chapter 11 will allow
your client to have more control over
the process and provides for an
Continued on page 24
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The intersection of divorce and bankruptcy law
By Beth Slaby
Typically, the financial affairs of
spouses are intertwined. So, generallyspeaking, it is advisable for married
couples NOT to file for bankruptcy
and divorce simultaneously. This is
due to the fact that when a debtor files
for bankruptcy relief, all of his or her
assets become part of the bankruptcy
proceeding, triggering the automatic
stay. The automatic stay is an automatic
injunction that halts actions by
creditors (with certain exceptions) to
collect debts from a debtor who has
declared bankruptcy. Under section
362 of the Bankruptcy Code, the stay
begins at the moment the bankruptcy
petition is filed and remains in place
during the entire bankruptcy proceeding.
This is an important issue to consider
because the automatic stay can make
it extremely difficult for the family
court to access and divide a couple’s
assets until the bankruptcy action has
been completed.
There are a few things to consider
before determining whether to file for
bankruptcy or divorce first. If the spouses
are on amicable terms, it may be best
to file bankruptcy first. This allows
both to share in the cost of attorneys’
fees and filing fees and could possibly
protect them from paying joint debt –
which could be beneficial if the spouses
own property together. If a married
couple jointly owns a home and the
home is worth more than the balance
of the mortgages or other liens on it,
then there is equity in the home.
The amount of the equity is an asset
in bankruptcy and a Chapter 7 trustee
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may be able to sell the house and use
the equity to pay creditors. However,
the homestead exemption allows a
bankruptcy debtor to exempt a certain
amount of that equity and protect it
from the bankruptcy trustee. For
example, if a married couple owns a
home that is worth $200,000 and there
is a $150,000 mortgage on the home,
then there is $50,000 equity in the
home. In Pa., a debtor has the option to
choose between the federal exemptions
and the Pa. exemptions. The federal
homestead exemption currently allows
you to protect equity up to $25,150 per
person, or $50,300 for a married couple.
So, there are benefits of filing for
bankruptcy first because filing jointly
will address all debts under one
bankruptcy and may also increase a
couple’s exemption amounts. The
bankruptcy action will also help
eliminate debt that neither spouse

wants so that it does not become an
issue in the divorce action.
Another factor to consider before
filing for bankruptcy relief is the
married couple’s total joint income. If
a married couple chooses to file for
chapter 7 bankruptcy, their joint
income could put them over the
income threshold for filing. If their
individual incomes are below the
threshold, though, it could make sense
to file for divorce before filing for
bankruptcy protection. The Chapter
7 means test, generally just called the
means test, is the analysis that
determines whether a person is eligible
for relief under Chapter 7 of the
Bankruptcy Code based on their monthly
income. It’s called the bankruptcy
means test because, at its most basic
level, it looks at whether someone has
the means to pay their debts. For
cases filed in Pa. on or after May 15,
2021, the income threshold for a
couple filing a Chapter 7 under the
means test with a family size of 4 is
$105,138. However, the threshold
income for an individual is $57,919.
See https://bit.ly/3KdT1On.
One of the benefits of filing for
Chapter 7 bankruptcy protection is
the timeline of the process. Chapter 7
eliminates all dischargeable debt
typically within three to six months,
allowing a couple to file for divorce
sooner if they choose to file for
bankruptcy first. In comparison,
Chapter 13 bankruptcy sets up a three
to five-year payment plan instead of
completely eliminating debt and can
possibly drag a couple’s divorce or
separation out longer than necessary.

It’s also important to consider that
not all debts can be included in the
bankruptcy proceeding. If a couple
chooses to file for Chapter 7, debts
that are deemed “nondischargeable”
cannot be forgiven in the bankruptcy
process and must still be repaid. The
most common types of nondischargeable
debts include alimony and child support.
To summarize, it’s not preferable to
attempt to manage both a bankruptcy
and a divorce simultaneously. However,
deciding which action to file first
requires an in-depth analysis and
consultation with a bankruptcy and
divorce attorney. The benefit of filing
for divorce first may be that a married
couple’s joint income is too high to
qualify for a Chapter 7 bankruptcy
case, but a person might be able to
qualify individually after the divorce
is final. Additionally, if the divorce is
handled properly, it may result in the
ability to move certain assets outside
of the bankruptcy estate, protecting those
assets from an ex-spouse’s creditors.
Filing for bankruptcy and divorce
are both big steps. To determine
which step to take first depends on
individual circumstances, and the
benefits which each provides to those
circumstances. To help determine
this, it is always a good idea to consult
an attorney who will advise you as to
which way to proceed that would be
best for your individual situation. n
Beth L. Slaby is a Senior Associate
Attorney at Grenen & Birsic, P.C.
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ARE NEW REGULATIONS

IMPACTING

your retirement plan?
The SECURE Act, which was introduced at the
beginning of 2020, was signed into law and impacted
retirement plan regulation while looking to make
retirement savings easier for American workers. And
as the world emerges into post-pandemic life, the
SECURE Act 2.0 continues to evolve in Washington.
If you or your clients are sponsors of a
retirement plan such as a 401(k) or
403(b), now is the time to have the
conversation regarding compliance
of any potential law changes. It is
also a time to evaluate whether your
plan design is still appropriate for the
company and its ever-changing workforce.
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Contact Fragasso’s dedicated team of
Retirement Plan Advisors at

Team up with your local resource
for all of your litigation needs.
Court Reporting
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Legal Videography
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REAL ESTATE MARKET/BANKRUPTCY
continued from page 6

SUBCHAPTER V: FIRST TWO YEARS
continued from page 11

provisions and law when seeking to
sell the real estate of a Chapter 13
debtor with a confirmed plan.
Whether it’s $10,000 in proceeds or
$150,000 in proceeds, knowing
whether or not the proceeds would go
to the debtors could impact the decision
to sell the property. n

LLC and a member of the Business
Restructuring & Insolvency Practice
Group where she co-leads the Bankruptcy
Chapter 11 Subchapter V Debtor Group
and leads the Bankruptcy Chapter 7 and
13 Debtor Group. Crystal is based in
Leech Tishman’s Pittsburgh office, where
she regularly advises clients on both
commercial and consumer bankruptcy
matters.

Ebeck is a partner and co-manager in
the Bankruptcy & Restructuring practice
group of Bernstein-Burkley, P.C.
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THE NEW SUBCHAPTER V
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Calaiaro is Shareholder and President
at Calaiaro|Valencik.
1
In § 1182(a)(1)(A) of the Bankruptcy Code,
‘engaged in’ is written not in the past or future
but in the present tense.” See In re Thurmon,
Case No. 20-41400, Doc. No. 97 (Bankr. W.D. Mo.,
Dec. 8, 2020)
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This includes the debts of the Debtor and all
affiliates. See § 1182(1)(B)(i)
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TRADE CREDITOR TIPS
continued from page 9

seller contract which is not fully performed
requiring a cure of all pre-bankruptcy
defaults. The key is coordinating with
experienced counsel as early as possible
to protect the seller as much as possible
in an uncertain and bad situation. n
Maxson counsels clients in various
aspects of commercial finance, bankruptcy,
the Uniform Commercial Code, and
creditors’ rights including secured lending
transactions, preference and fraudulent
transfer actions, mortgage foreclosures,
enforcement of judgments, import and
export control matters, collection matters,
commercial lien disputes and general
corporate transactions. He is a shareholder
at Dentons Cohen & Grigsby P.C.
CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
continued from page 10

the court will determine the percentage
to be repaid to unsecured creditors,
over a maximum five-year payment
plan period.
In conclusion, any attorney taking on
a bankruptcy case should be prepared
to examine thoroughly the debtor(s)
financial history prior to filing. n
Gino F. Peluso is celebrating his 40-year
anniversary in the practice of Law. He
has been handling bankruptcy cases since
1981, and also served as a prosecutor in
the Westmoreland County District
Attorney’s office for nine years. He
attained his Juris Doctor Degree from
the Duquesne University School of Law,
and received the prestigious Dr. John E.
Murray, Jr. Meritorious Service Award
from the Law School.
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SOME OPPORTUNITIES TO BE HEARD
continued from page 15

the particular screen text, while in
other instances we can provide
instructions outside of CM/ECF. We
have been developing a series of brief
and focused electronic learning
modules (ELMs) aimed at addressing
specific filing issues. Ideally, your
time and expertise will be spent on
preparing your filings without
struggling with the CM/ECF filing
process. If you encounter any confusion
or frustration as a CM/ECF filer, I
encourage you to share your experiences
with the Working Group so we can
address the problems proactively
rather than through the corrective
entry process.
Brown Bag Sessions. Under Chief
Judge Böhm’s leadership, and with
the full support and participation by
all the bankruptcy judges, the court
has been holding brown bag sessions,
where any member of the bar has the
opportunity to raise issues for discussions.
Of course, it is inappropriate to raise
issues that involve pending, or potentially
pending, matters. But this provides a
wonderful opportunity to ask questions
and make suggestions. Conversation
among the attendees is encouraged
and the judges are interested in
hearing what you have to say. Likewise,
I am always interested in hearing
from you about your experience
interacting with the Clerk’s Office. If
there is an issue on your mind, I
encourage you to reach out to the
Chair of the ACBA Bankruptcy and
Commercial Law Section or use the court’s
online form for submitting topics.
I hope that each of you will consider
using one or more of these opportunities
to make an important difference! n
Rhodes is Clerk of Court of the United
States Bankruptcy Court for the Western
District of Pennsylvania.
BANKRUPTCY CONCEPTS
continued from page 16

primary tool used by debtors in a
Chapter 11 reorganization. A contract
is considered executory where there
are ongoing performance obligations
for both parties, such as a real estate
leases, equipment leases, development
contracts, and licenses to intellectual
property. While most contracts and
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charitable work helping those in need throughout SW
Pennsylvania. For more information contact the Foundation
at www.pghpresbytery.org/pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or
Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at 412-323-1400 Ext. 318.
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leases contain provisions that provide
for termination of the lease or contract
immediately upon the filing of the
bankruptcy, these provisions are
typically unenforceable. A debtor has
an initial 120-day period to assume or
reject and the non-debtor party must
continue to perform until a decision
is made.
To assume a contract, the debtor must
assume the contract in its entirety and
cure all defaults under the applicable
contract, such as any missed payments.
If the debtor assumes the contract, the
contract will carry through the
bankruptcy proceeding unaltered.
Alternatively, if a debtor rejects a
lease, the counterparty may assert a
“rejection damage” claim which is
treated as an unsecured claim. While
the bankruptcy court must approve
the rejection, the standard to reject an
executory contract is low and typically
unless bad faith is shown, the bankruptcy
court will typically defer to the
debtor’s business determination that
rejection is in the best interest of the
estate. The Bankruptcy Code’s rejection
provisions are important because they
provide a mechanism for the debtor to
reject burdensome leases.
Bankruptcy is often referred to as a
fresh start because it has all these
concepts, considerations and provisions
available to debtors. Bankruptcy can
also be an unfamiliar legal landscape
for creditors and without the right
representation, creditors can get lost
in the steps necessary to protect their
claims and interests. The attorneys at
Frost Brown Todd, LLC are here to help
you navigate the bankruptcy code. n

belief that we have something very
special in the Western District of
Pennsylvania. The professionalism
and collegiality of the bar was on full
display. I am proud to serve in a
district where civility, understanding,
and cooperation prevail. I am grateful
to the bar for how they have treated
each other and the court’s staff during
these trying times. We might not know
what challenges are around the near
or distant corner, but the pandemic
has shown us that we can pull together
in pursuit of shared objectives. Let us
not take this good fortune for granted
– I certainly don’t! n
John Kroto, Esq. is Chief Deputy Clerk of
the United States Bankruptcy Court for
the Western District of Pennsylvania.
FACING A COMMERCIAL FORECLOSURE
continued from page 22

opportunity to maximize the value of
the property for the benefit of all
creditors and not just the first position
bank. n
Ryan J. Cooney is the co-owner of
Cooney Law Offices, LLC. He represents
a variety of parties in bankruptcy
proceedings including debtors, creditors,
and trustees.

Frost Brown Todd’s bankruptcy and
restructuring team is national in scope,
assisting clients pursue the best strategy
for complex restructuring and insolvency
scenarios by bringing to bear our broadbased experience in the fields of creditors’
rights, workouts, corporate reorganizations
and liquidations. Our team in Pittsburgh
is focused and experienced in representing
both creditors and debtors in all phases
of the bankruptcy process by leveraging
the firm’s full service strengths in related
service areas, such as international law,
tax, securities, banking and finance,
insurance, environmental, real estate,
employment law and litigation.
JUDGE CARLOTA M. BÖHM
continued from page 17

a thorough consideration of the relevant
factors which include the interests of
the parties and the court.
Q: Do you have any message to the
bar regarding your experience during
the pandemic?
A: The court recognizes that this
has been a very difficult situation for
everyone. The pandemic disrupted
our personal and professional lives.
Despite the stress and uncertainty,
this experience reinforced my strong
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